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NOTICE FOR MATHEMATICAL SOCIETIES 

Please note labels are prepared during the second half of the month before the next 

issue. Would you please send your updated lists before this time. 

Many thanks. Ms T Makelainen 

EUROPEAN MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY 

Executive Committee Meeting 

Cortona, Italy, 8-9 October 1994 

The Committee has become aware of some interest on the part of the European 

Union in the academic and professional recognition of degrees. The Paris Round Table 

drew attention to the value in the diversity of mathematical education in Europe. An 

application may be made to Brussels for funding to compare and to evaluate curricula 

in mathematics. 

Requests continue to arrive for support for meetings, conferences etc .. These are all 

considered sympathetically but only one or two, at most, are accepted. 
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The vexed question of publication occupied much of the Committee's time. The 

Committee will proceed very cautiously but intends to pursue negotiations with a pub

lisher. Electronic publishing being very much in the air, a committee has been set up to 

oversee developments in this field. 

Next year a Turn of the Century committee will be set up to formulate plans for the 

European contribution to World Mathematical Year 2000. The new millennium will soon 

be upon us, what ideas for appropriate celebration are germinating in people's minds? 

Three members retire on 31 December 1994 from the Committee, Professors F. 

Hirzebruch (President), A. Figa-Talamanca (Vice-President) and E.C. Lance (Secre

tary). The Committee and Society owes them a profound debt of gratitude for their 

work which has done much to set the Society on firm foundations which augur well for 

the future. 

emsl/aw /7.ll.94 

For Council 

EUROPEAN MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY

Council Meeting 

ETH, Ziirich, Switzerland, 12-13 August 1994 

The 53 delegates who attended the meeting did so in a happy and eager mood.

-------------------· 

a rnember of the Executive Committee, 

from Executive Commit.-

which had already appea.red in the 

Mathematical 
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status on 

individuals. 

The corporate membership was still increasing and the Council was pleased to enlarge 

its membership by electing the Bosnian Mathematical Society, the Byelorussian Math

ematical Society, the Society of :tvfathematicians and Computer Scientists of Macedonia 

and the Voronezh Mathematical Society. 

The elections to the Executive Committee were then held under the new By-laws. 

Some difficulty was expressed in that members of the Council would have appreciated 

fuller background information on the candidates than had been provided. There was 

a strong view that for subsequent elections more information would be required of the 

candidates. Notwithstanding the difficulty the elections were conducted in a friendly 

atmosphere. The outcome was that the Executive Committee from 1 January 1995 will 

be as follows: 

President 

Vice-Presidents 

Secretary 

Treasurer 

Other Members 

J.-P. Bourguignon (France) 

L. Marki (Hungary)

D.A.R. Wallace (United Kingdom)

P.W. Michor (Austria)

A. Lahtinen (Finland)

E. Bayer-Fluckiger (France)

A. Conte (Italy)

LS. Labouriau (Portugal)

A. Pelczar (Poland)

W .. A. Solonnikov (Russia)

The Council was .... n. .. ,..,a,. .... , to have a short address from the incoming President in which 

he identified three restruc-

and that a proper 

ma.thematics, 

4 

applied 
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Very satisfactory relations have been established with the Science Directorate of the 

European Union. The EMS has become recognised in Brussels and has been able to 

exert some influence. It is to be hoped that further infiuence can be exerted by our 

new President, bearing in mind that the new Commissioner for Education, Training 

and Research is Edith Cresson, former French Prime Minister, who will take over from 

Antonio Ruberti on 1 January 1995. 

The Council discussed at length the possibility that the EMS might establish a 

journal in the format suggested iu a questionnaire in the Newsletter No. 12 of June 

1994. lt was reported that this questionnaire had yielded an insufficient response from 

which to draw conclusions. In the Council many differing views were vigorously expressed 

although there did seem to be agreement 011 the future impact of electronic publishing. 

In the light of the debate the Executive Committee was instructed to pursue, with due 

caution, the question of publication. 

Various sub-·committees of the Executive Committee presented reports. 'Women and 

Mathematics' had been analysing the opportunities for female mathematicians. 'Support 

of East European Mathematics' had been assigned a budget of 10,000 ECUs but the 

take-up had been below expectations - do East European mathematicians not wish to 

have assistance? 'Developing Countries' had been formulating an appropriate agenda 

- the work in France of Bordeautheque was relevant and could perhaps be copied in

other countries. 'Mathematics Education' had generated several interesting articles in

the Newsletter. 

Preparations for the Congress in Budapest 1996 were reported to be moving ahead. 

It was hoped to obtain funding from the European Union to assist with the Congress. 

In regard to subsequent Congresses in 2000 and beyond, consideration was given to 

the procedure by which sites could be selected. The year 2000 has added significance as 

World Mathematical Year, which delegates felt should be celebrated in an appropriate 

manner. The Council resolved that all countries in Europe, through the member societies, 

should be asked to issue mathematical stamps in 2000. The Executive Committee has 

been enjoined to establish a subcommittee to plan and to coordinate activities for 2000. 

Any suggestions? 

It was stated in the meeting that the initials EMS were not sufficiently well known. 

vVhat actions are needed to publicise the Society and to encourage more people to join? 

The Council concluded in a happy frame of mind with the President-·elect thanking 

the President for all of his work and dedication during his term of office. 

ernsib/aw /28.11.94 
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New Perspectives of a Distributed Electronic 

Information System for Mathematics 

- Part II -

W. Dalitz, M. Grotschel, J. Liigger, \:V. Sperber

Konrad-Zusc-Zentrurn for Informationstechnik Berlin 

Heilbronner Str. 10, D-10711 Berlin-\rVilmcrsdorf, Germany 

This paper is the continuation of a paper whose first part was published in EMS Newsletter 
13, September 1994, 6 - 17. 

7. Special Tasks and Pilot Projects

This chapter contains a summary of special tasks and pilot projects. It does not claim 
completeness. \,Vhich activities and which projects will be realized in the Forum will 
mostly depend on the partners' initiative and, of course, on the financial and technical 
means the Forum will be able to acquire. 

7.1 Special Task: Information Clients and Servers 

Partners: Mathematical Departments of Universities; Mathematical Research Institutes; 
Mathematical Laboratories in Industry; Publishing Houses; Libraries; Museums with Sci
entific/Technical Departments; DMV; Special Interest Groups of the DMV, and other 
mathematical societies and institutions; FIZ Karlsruhe, Zentralblatt. 

Task: Installation and operation of information stations ( one per partner) and clients 
( on all Internet workstations) at the partners' institutions. Implementation of the corre
sponding Gopher, \VAIS, \VvVVv, Hyper-G responder and client software. 

Besides scientific-technical information of the kind described in the following special tasks 
and pilot projects, the partners also offer information with an organizational character, 
such as descriptions of institutes and departments, research programs and projects, service 
facilities and departmental libraries, lectures, seminars and courses, current publications, 
contact addresses and functions. 
Technical Contents: Connection to the Internet and its distributed information services. 
Options: W\V\,V-interface to STN-databases; 

Electronic information services ( discussion lists as in Opt-Net; 
[Liigger 93]) for special interest groups ( of the DMV and other 

. t• ) SOC1eu1es,.

Effect: Technical infrastructure for information services of the partners; Efficient trans-
interest groups; Informative presentation of partner 

description of 

Distributed Preprints 
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applications) opened up to the ,...-,,.,H.·�·· 

the Distributed Information 

Software libraries at the partner institutions and Roftware that e.g., available in the 
electronic library eLib of the Konrad-Zuse-Zentrum (e.g., CodeLib) [eLib], in the NetLib 
of AT&T [ AT&T] and the REDUCE Network Library [RedLib] will he indexed. 

These software collections also i11clude algorithm databases (including comparative test 
results) as well as example and model databases (including open problems). The data 
collections also contain fact databases (including logical relations between these facts), 
collections of mathematical formulas and tables, such as computer-readable collections of 
results from number theory (whose compilation may well have taken months of intensive, 
interactive work with a symbol manipulation system). 

Options: Cooperation with further international partners offering 
relevant information in the Internet. 

Technical Contents: Central entry of distributed software; 
WAIS-database. 

Access: Internet Gopher, WAIS, vVWW, Hyper-G. 

Effect: Offer of mathematical software and data collections for mathematics and for other 
fields of science (natural sciences, engineering etc.); Avoidance of double development 
work 

7.4 Special Task: Global Information Systems in Mathematics 

Partners: Forum for lvfathematical Information; Special Centers of Competence, e.g., 
Euromath Center in Copenhagen or Computer Algebra Netherlands (CAN). 

Task: Compilation infonnation ,vorldwide a of 
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Option: The Zentrnlbla.tt editors send articles to its revie,:vers in 
electronic form wherever possible. 

Precondition: Cooperation with publishing houses, n:wy 
the editors of the Zcntrnlblatt electronic announcemeIJts 

Technical 

Cross Reference: 

of their products. 
Standards for reviews 
SGML format. 

format 

Special Task: Distributed Preprints. 

Effect: Speeding-up of thP reviewing processj Cost reduction. 

7.6 Pilot Project: Electronic 1\t1athematical Journals 

the rvlATH 

Partners: Publishing Houses; Mathematical Research Institutions; Formn for J\fa.the
matical Information; Dl'vfV; EMS. 

Project: A technical and organizational model for the electronic offer of mathematical 
journals is to be developed. The model for such a journal shall not only be usable at the 
developing institution itself, but also externally ( exportability). 

Distribution: 
Questions: 

via Internet. 
Data exchange formats; 
Copyright; 
Costs; 
Access control, if necessary. 

Effect: Testing of new electronic distribution concepts; Cost reduction. 

7.7 Pilot Project: Historical Books and Documents 

Partners: University and Technical Information Libraries; Museums; Publishing Houses; 
FIZ Karlsrnhe, Zentrnlblatt; Forum for Mathematical Information. 

Project: Valuable 1.nathematical books and historical documents will be scanned and, in 
this way, republished electronically (in the Internet). 

The Zentralblatt prepares special reviews on these reprints. 

Options: CD-ROM "Printing on Demand".
Technical Contents: Data exchange formats; 

Questions: 
Access control, if necessary. 
Copyright; 

7.8 Pilot Project: Living Museum of !\1.athematics 

-------·------------
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* Ancient Ivfathematics

, algorithms, 
art as 1.vell as 

biographic8 of great mathematicians, 
photographies of old mathematical instruments and modern computers, descriptions of 
modern mathenrntienl fields of research etc. 

Options: lVIathematicaI experimental laboratory; 
Electronic exhibitions on up-to-date topics (e.g. chaos theory); 
Fast-Algorithm Competitions in selected areas, such as the 
DI.MACS Algorithm Implementation Challenges at Rutgers 
University. 

Technical Contents: Data exchange formats for graphics, photographies, video 
and audio; 
Multi-media hypertext protocols and applications. 

Influence: The Living Museum of Mathematics will include interested 
institutions and research laboratories in Europe, 
if not the whole world, into its activities right from the 
start (as a broadly-based infrastructural project). 

Effect: Inexpensive creation of the first Museum of Mathematics. 

The foundations are already available (networks, workstations and visual storage media) 
or will soon (in approx. 5 years) be available (high bandwidths). 

With this Living J\foseum of Mathematics, for the first time in history, mathematics will 
receive a worldwide exhibition space for old and modern ideas from the mathematical 
cosmos. 

"Visitors" in this museum will not only be mathematicians, but also appliers of math
ematics (natural scientists, engineers, pupils, students, teachers etc.) as well as persons 
interested in the history of mathematics and mathematical education. 

7.9 Pilot Project: Electronic Library Catalogs 

Partners: Specialized Libraries of University Departments and Research Institutes; Uni-
and Central Information Deutsche Bibliothek in Frankfurt. 
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7.10 Pilot Project: Electronic Document Delivery 

Partners: TIB Hannover: Bidefeld; 
Research 

Project: Electronic delivery of (also scanned) 
been in the context traditional publishing. 
dling a (traditional) journal or supply 
electronically (npon electronic reqnest/order'). 

Technical Contents: Electronic entry
1 

order and supply system; 
Data exchange formats (e-mail oriented). 

Questions: Contractual realization of corresponding organizational rcgnlations: 

Cross References: 

Copyright; 
Costs. 
Pilot Project: Electronic Mathematical Journals; 
Pilot Project: Historical Books and Documents; 
Pilot Project: Electronic Library Catalogs. 

Effect: Increased efficiency of the supply of documents for traditional journals; Access 
to traditional mathematical literature; Rationalization; Cost Reduction. 

7.11 Special Task: Electronic Project Organization 

Partners: All partners in a community. 

Task: Electronic association of all partners (in some project) using the most up-to-date 
means for electronic communication and cooperation. 

Transmission of: Project news; 
Project discussions and joint reports; 
Questions and solutions etc. 

Technical Tools: Electronic Conferencing (Mailing list or News system); 
Groupworking. 

Options: Realization of electronic WhitePages with contact addresses; 
\i\Thois servers; 
Project descriptions; 
Research funding information. 

Effect: Efficient project organization for a distributed project; Informal (efficient) elec
tronic exchange of information. 

8. CD-ROM
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in our scientific and public Ii braries in library budgets) 
for new organizational approaches are likely to induce cost reductions. It is one of the 
major aims of the Forum for lvfathematical Information to achieve a joint course of action 
supported by all parties involved

) 
at least for the field of mathematics. Library budgets 

must be relieved ·without library services being reduced. In this context, CD-ROM could 
play an important role as an inexpensive carrier and storage medium in the mathematical 
publication process. '\Ve consider the Internet as the main medium for the distribution of 
specialized information that is (nearly) free of charge. 

The prices for reviewing journals such as Mathematical Reviews (�'1R) and Zentralblatt 
(Zbl) have soared in the recent years and reached a level where only libraries in well-to-do 
countries are able to subscribe. Mathematical production continues to grow and, thus, 
there is an increasing number of books and articles to be reviewed. It is agreed among all 
experts that mathematics needs comprehensive and inexpensive reviewing journals and 
associated searchable electronic databases. 

This situation calls for a merger of MR and Zbl to cut costs, improve service, and reduce 
prices. Unfortunately, a serious attempt of Zbl within the last 15 months to reach an 
agreement on a joint operation with MR failed due to the unwillingness of MR to share the 
editorial work and the database. Even support of the merger plans from IMU, EMS, DMV 
and other European mathematical societies did not help. New organizational concepts 
and measures are now in the planning phase at Zbl that include various ways of electronic 
cmr1m1mication and service. Moreover, positive signals from European countries indicate 
that it may be possible to extend the base of Zentraiblatt so that it will become a European 
revie,ving journal This move should lead to an improvement of Zentralblatt's scope, 

and make use of the vmrld". 

Many could be quoted to illustrate a current backwardness in in the 
field of electronjc tools and, in particular

1 
electronic communication. Only very few puh-

can fHnail. be 
to a Vlf.•UlLl'CC,U 

other important 
Networks are under construction, which also provide frame-

work for some Ii braries to offer informaJion (catalogs and scanned title pages of papers 
""'·..,A''-' form [Bayer 94]. 

ministries 
the 
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If cmriract 
c.:=, . .n o:u I \I 

cialized information In this context, libraries and museums, publishing 

i_,{) 

and information ccnters, industry and commercial enterprises, and pi!blic must 
be included in this process. 

The current backwardness compared vvith the United States must be overcome not. only 
in mathematics. In the United States, people already talk of the "data superhighway" as 
a national task. Vve consider such a "Infobalm" to be of special importance for Germany, 
too. However, to keep to the image, we also see the necessity to have the corresponding 
"traffic signs'' and "road signals" ( organizational regulations) for our field of science. 

10. A Vision of "Electronic Prepublishing"

In the pa.st few years, Steven Hamad (Princeton) has developed a special view of elec
tronic publishing [Hamad 90], [Hamad 94], which has been proposed by Andrew Odlyzko 
(AMS, AT&T) in a similar form for mathematical publishing [Odlyzko 94] and which is 
of particular importance to us as YvelL Both authors regard the traditional publication 
process as extremely slow and expensive and predict tha.t it will be revolutionized in the 
near future (say, in the next 5 to 10 years). 

They point out that today the technical means for a considerably less expensive infor
mation dissemination, especially in the field of science, are already ava.ila.ble and that 
,vith development of cheap storage media and the distribution of the Internet this 
ptocess of fundamental change has long since begun. The increasing offer of preprints in 
,�he of Vll1at hQ.ve to be e:{{)ectecl: tb.e comr>lete 

journals) - in the field of 

-----------
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qualiti:. 

1S attached to the <locurnent" in archive. 
for documents with a certain level of quality. 

One can view it that way that the editors and reviewers on a certain level of quality and 
in a certain field of science ad like editors of an electronic journal that you can subscribe 
to as reader. If an article is accepted, the subscribers are informed electronically of its 
acceptance. 

Odlyzko substantiates his considerations by an evaluation of the storage requirements for 
mathematical publications: all mathematical publications of one year (text and pictures), 
for instance, require approximately 10 GigaByte storage capacity. This means that they 
could be stored on a single optical disk of the new generation. Disks of this kind only cost 
a few hundred dollars today and their price is likely to fall even more in the near future. 
Thus, not the storage of mathematical information is the problem but the compilation of 
articles (technically: transfer of information) is the real barrier. 

In his essay, Odlyzko also asks the question which role printed mathematical journals 
will play in the future. Surely his reflections are dominated by a technological point 
of view. Nevertheless, we as well as the traditional actors in the publication process 
(publishing houses, Fachinformationszentren, libraries) have to face the fact that funda
mental social changes in the past have again and again been triggered off by technological 
breakthroughs. 

Acknowledgement 

The idea to create a Distributed Information System for Mathematics came up when the 
Federal Minister for Research and Technology (BMFT) invited the project management of 
the current DJViV Project "Fachinformation" to develop a concept for scientific-technical 
information ,vith a longterm perspective (beyond the year 2000). An initial concept pro-
posal was during a special workshop on ·'The Future of Specialized 

93c] partici-
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\Vith the fiir Informatik ( ea) the Deutsche 
(DPG), dose cooperation was agreed, which led to an intensive, mutual of infor
mation in the subsequent preparatory phase. In February, 199•1 the Council (Priisidium) 
of the DMV agreed upon the project plannings, which were then (in May, 1994) pre
sented to the Konferenz der Mathematischen Fachbereichc (in Germany) and welcomed 
unanimously. 

Last but not least, we wieh to thank Ms. C. Schoning-Walter of the Projekttrager Fach
information (at the GMD in Darmstadt), who is not only handling the current DMV 
"Fachinformation'' Project with great personal commitment, but has also encouraged 
us again and again to make a contribution to the next BMFT support programme by 
furnishing new ideas. 

Our special thanks are due to Ms. Sybille Mattrisch of the Konrad-Zuse-Zentrum for 
the translation of the manuscript into English and for the careful typing, setting and 
corrections. 

Call for Cooperation 

The set-up of an electronic information and communication system in Germay and the 
above ]jst of possible projects is currently discussed in detail within the DMV, the math
ematical institutions and other interested partners in Germany. It is planned that - after 
Germany's policy for furthering the electronic infrastructure has been announced around 
the end of this year-· the DMV seeks (modest) financial government support for some of 
the plans d(�scrihed before. S11rely, only few of the projects and plans have a "national 
character". The electronic network dearly is the most important base for international 
cooperation. But it is not only a base. It is vital to add structure to it so that it will 
become a versatile and easy to use medium for communication and information retrieval 
that considerably improves our working conditions. D?vIV invites the EMS and other 

to the plans to 
with DMV wherever coordinated efforts seem sensible. 
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Editorial 

Members of CME of EMS 
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NORWAY 

PDl\tIE III, July 1995 

MATHEMATICS EDUCATION 

the current 

also hints as to what else might be of 

sent to any one mernber 

from you soon. 

committee as 

Will i. Dort1er, Chair 

Tibor Nemetz 
Mathematical Institute of the 
Hungarian Academy of Sciences 
P.O. Box 127 
H - 1364 BUDAPEST 
Tel: (36-1)1-755 325 Fax: (36-1)1-177 166 
Email: hl 137nem@ella.hu 
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Institute for Electronic Systems 
The University of Aalborg 
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PDME In, Political Dimensions Mathematics Education Conference, will take 

illfon:uatiou: 
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MATHEMATICS EDUCATION 

The International Commission on Mathematical Instruction 

PERSPECTIVES ON THE TEACHING OF 

GEOMETRY FOR THE 21st CENTURY 

Discussion Document for an ICMI Study 

1. Why a study on geometry?

Geometry, considered as a too] for understanding, describing and interacting with the space in which 
we live, is perhaps the most intuitive, concrete and reality-linked part of mathematics. On the other 
hand geometry, as a discipline, rests on an extensive formalization process, which has been carried 
out for over 2000 years at increasing levels of rigour, abstraction and generality. 

In recent years, research in geometry has been greatly stimulated by new ideas both from inside 
mathematics and from other disciplines, including computer science. At present, the enormous 
possibilities of computer graphics influence many aspects of our lives; in order to use these 
possibilities, a suitable visual education is needed. 

Among mathematicians and mathematics educators there is a wide-spread agreement that, due to the 
manifold aspects of geometry, teaching of geometry should start at an early age, and continue in 
appropriate forms throughout the whole mathematics curriculum. However, as soon as one tries to 
enter into details, opinions diverge on how to accomplish the task. There have been in the past (and 
there persist even now) strong disagreements about the aims, contents and methods for the teaching 
of geometry at various levels, from primary school to university. 

Perhaps one of the main reasons for this situation is that geometry has so many aspects, and as a 
consequence there has not yet been found - and perhaps there does not exist at all - a simple, clean, 
linear, "hierarchical" path from the first beginnings to the more advanced achievements of geometry. 
Unlike what happens in arithmetic and algebra, even basic concepts in geometry, such as the notions 
of angle and distance, have to be reconsidered at different stages from different viewpoints. 

Another problematic point concerns the role of proofs in geometry: relations between intuition, 
inductive and deductive proofs, age of students at which proofs can be introduced, and different levels 
of rigour and abstraction. 

Thus the teaching of geometry is not at all an easy task. But instead of trying to face and overcome 
the obstacles arising in the teaching of geometry, actual school-practice in many countries has simply 
bypassed these obstacles, cutting out the more demanding parts, often without any replacement. For 
instance, three-dimensional geometry has almost disappeared or has been confined to a marginal role 
in the curricula in most countries. 

Starting from this analysis, and specifically considering the gap between the increasing importance 
of geometry for its own sake, as well as in research and in society, and the decline of its role in 
school curricula, ICMI feels that there is an urgent need for an international study, whose main aims 
are: 

- To discuss the goals of the teaching of geometry at different school levels and according to
different cultural traditions and environments. 

- To identify important challenges and emerging trends the future and to analyze their potential 
didactical impact. 

- To exploit and implement new teaching methods.

2. Aspects of geometry

The outstanding historical importance of geometry in the past, in particular as a prototype of an 
axiomatic theory, is so universally acknowledge that it deserves no further conunent. Moreover, in 
the last century and specifically during the last decades, as Jean Dieudonne assert.ed at ICME 4 
(Berkeley, 1980), Geometry "bursting out of its traditional narrow confines [ ... J has revealed its 
hidden powers and its extraordinary versatility and adaptability, thus becoming one of the most 
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of 

of 
graphs and graph 

areas in 
kinds, 

hisiograms. 
- Geometry as a meeting point between mathematics as a theory and mathematics as a model

resource. 
- Geometry as a way of thinking and understanding and, at a higher level, as a formal theory.

- Geometry as a paradigmatic example for teaching deductive reasoning.
- Geometry as a tool in applications, both traditional and innovative.

The latter ones include e.g. computer graphics, image processing and image manipulation, pattern 
recognition, robotic, operations research. 

Another distinction should be made with respect to several different approaches according to which 
one may deal with geometry. Roughly speaking, possible approaches are: 

manipulative 
intuitive 
deductive 
analytic. 

Also one may distinguish between a geometry which stresses "static" properties of geometric objects 
and a geometry where objects are considered in a "dynamic" setting, as they change under the effect 
of different types of space transformations. 

3. Is there a crisis in the teaching of geometry?

During the second half of this century geometry seems to have progressively lost its former central 
position in mathematics teaching in most countries. The decrease has been both qualitative and 
quantitative. Symptoms of this decrease may be found for instance in recent national and international 
surveys on the mathematical knowledge of students. Often geometry is totally ignored or only a very 
few items concerned with geometry are included. In the latter case questions tend to be confined to 
some elementary ''facts" about simple figures and their properties, and performance is reported to be 
relatively poor. 

What are the main causes of this situation? 
- From about 1960 to 1980 a general time pressure on traditional has occum:-0, due to 

introduction of new topics in mathematics curricula (e.g, probability, statistics, computer science, 
discrete mathematics). At the same time the number of school hours devoted to mathematics has gone 

The mathematics movement" has contributed - at indirectly - to the decline 
asp1e,cts of ma,me1ma1:1cs 

noteworthy curves. 

, _________, _ _,,, .. .....,,.,. _________ ..,,.,.........,.,_..,..,.,_,.. __ .. ------
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dramatic in countries lack a prior tradition 
completely absent from their mathematics curricula. 

is even more 
In some cai,:ts is 

- The gap between the conception of geometry as a research area and as a subject to be taught
in schools seems to be increasing; but so far no consensus has been found how to bridge this gap, nor 
even whether it could (or should) be bridged through an introduction of more advanced topics in 
school curricula at lower grades. 

4. Geometry as reflected in education

In former sections, we have considered geometry mainly as a mathematical theory and have analyzed 
some aspects of its teaching. Since learning is unquestionably the other essential pole of any 
education project, it is now appropriate to pay due attention to the main variables which may affect 
a coherent teaching/learning process. Consequently, several different aspects of "dimensions" 
(considered in their broadest meaning) must be taken into account: 

- The social dimension, with two poles:
- The cultural pole, i.e. the construction of a common background (knowledge and language) for

all the people sharing a common civilization; 
- The educational pole, i.e. the development of criteria, internal to each individual, for self

consistency and responsibility. 
- The cognitive dimension, i.e. the process which, starting from reality, leads gradually to a

refined perception of space. 
- The epistemologic dimension, i.e. the ability to exploit the interplay between reality and theory

through modelization (make provisions, evaluate their effects, reconsider choices). Thereby 
axiomatization enables one to get free from reality; this in turn may be seen as a side-step which 
allows further conceptualization. 

- The didactic dimension, i.e .. the relation between teaching and learning. Within this dimension
several aspects deserve consideration. As an example, we list three of them: 

- To make various fields interact (both within mathematics and between mathematics and other
sciences). 

- To make sure that the viewpoints of the teacher and the pupils are consistent in a given study.
to be aware that different distance scales may involve different conceptions and 

even mathematical is the same: :J 
small objects", visual perception may help to make conjectures and to identify geometric properties: 
when deaHng with we are used to move around (the for instance) it is still 

to 
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5. 

it µu,,,uv.,,.. 
animations or pictures Moreover, can 
to achieve experiences that in everyday Hfe are either inaccessible, or accessible only as a result of 
time-consuming and often tedious work. 

Of course, in all these activities geometry is deeply involved, both in order to enhance the ability to 
use technological tools appropriately, and in order to interpret and understand the meaning of the 
images produced. 

Computers can be used also to gain a deeper understanding of geometric structures thanks to software 
specifically designed for didactical purposes. Examples include the possibility of simulating 
traditional straightedge and compass constructions, or the possibility of moving basic elements of a 
configuration on the screen while keeping existing geometric relationships fixed, which may lead to 
a dynantlc presentation of geometric objects and may favour the identification of their invariants. 

Until now, school practice has been only marginally influenced by these innovations. But in the near 
future it is likely that at least some of these new topics will find their way into curricula. This will 
imply great challenges: 

- How will the use of computers affect the teaching of geometry, its aims, its contents and its
methods? 

- Will the cultural values of classical geometry thereby be preserved, or will they evolve, and
how? 

- In countries where financial constraints will not allow a massive introduction of computers into
schools in the near future, will it nevertheless be possible to restructure geometry curricula in order 
to cope with the main challenges originated by these technological devices? 

6. Key issues and challenges for the future

In this section we list explicitly some of the most relevant questions which arise from the 
considerations outlined in the preceding sections. We believe that a clarification of these issues 
would contribute to a significant improvement in the teaching of geometry. Of course we do not 
claim that all the problems quoted below are solvable, nor that the solutions are unique and have 
universal validity. On the contrary, the solutions may vary according to different school levels, 
different school types and different cultural envirorunents. 

1. Aims
Why is it advisable and/or necessary to teach geometry?
Which the be considered to be the most relevant aim.; 

understand and interpret real and its phenomena 
supply an example an axi.omatic theory 

the of 

provide a rich and collection of problems and ,.,.,..,..,,...,,, for individual student: activity 
· To to guesses, state '"' .. "'""''" proofs, find out ,. .... !,mr-.iPc 

··------------------·
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IS it 

above, \Vhtd, be. 

There seems to be widespread agreement that rhe teaching of geometry rn.usr 
and potential needs society. In particular, geometry of three-dimensional space should 
at all school levels, as well as the relationships between three-dimensional and two-dimensional 
geometry. How could and should the present situation (where only two-dimensional geometry is 
favoured) therefore be modified and improved? 

In which ways can the study of linear algebra enhance the understanding of geometry? At what 
stage should "abstract" vector space structures be introduced? And what are the goals? 

Would it be possible and advisable also to include some elements of non-euclidean geometries 
into curricula? 

3. Methods

How should we teach geometry? 
Any topic taught in geometry can be located somewhere between the two extremes of an 

"intuitive" approach and a "formalized" or "axiomatic" approach. Should only one of these two 
approaches be stressed at each school level, or should there be a dialectic interplay between them, 
or else shoukl there be a gradual shift from the former to the latter one, as the age of students and 
the school level progresses? 

What is the role of axiomatics within the teaching of geometry? Should a complete set of axioms 
be stated from the beginning (and, if so, at what age and school level) or is it advisable to introduce 
axiomatics gradually, e.g. via a "local deductions" method? 

Traditionally, geometry is the subject where "one proves theorems". Should "theorem proving" 
be confined to geometry? 

Would we like to expose students to different levels of rigour in proofs (as age and school level 
progress)? Should proofs be tools for personal understanding, for convincing others, or for 
explaining, enlightening, verifying? 

Starting from a certain school level, should every statement be proved, or should only a few 
theorem,;; be selected for proof? In the latter case, should one choose these theorems because of the 
importance within a specific theoretical framework, or because of the degree of difficulty of their 
proof? And should intuitive or counterintuitive statements be privileged? 

It that international trend towards the teaching of analytic methods i.n 
geometry. Analytic 
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we like pupils to use them? 
What changes could and should be made in teaching and learning geometry in the perspective of 

increased access to software, videos, concrete materials and other technological devices/ 
What are the advantages, from the educational and geometrical point of view, that can follow 

from the use of such tools? 
Which problems and limitations may arise from the use of such tools, and how can they be 

overcome? 
To what extent is knowledge acquired in a computer environment transferable to other 

environments? 

5. Assessment
The ways of assessment and evaluation of pupils strongly influence teaching and learning

strategies. How should we set out objectives and aims, and how should we construct assessment 
techniques that are consistent with these objectives and aims? Are there issues of assessment which 
are peculiar to the teaching and learning of geometry? 

How does the use of calculators, computers and specific geometric software influence 
examinations as regards contents, organization and criteria for the evaluation of the answers to the 
students? 

Should assessment procedures be based mainly upon written examination papers (as it seems to 
be customary in many countries) or else what should be the role of oral communication, of technical 
drawing and of work with the computer? 

What is it exactly that should be evaluated and considered for assessment: The solution outcome? 
The solution process? The method of thinking? Geometric constructions? 

6. Teacher preparation
One essential component of an efficient teaching/learning process, is good teacher preparation,

as regards both disciplinary competence and education, epistemological, technological and social 
aspects. Hence, what specific preparation in geometry is needed (and realistically achievable) for 
prospective and practising teachers? 

It is well known that teachers tend to reproduce in their profession the same models they have 
experienced when they were students, regardless of subsequent exposure to different points of view. 
How is it then possible to motivate the need for changes in the perspective of teaching geometry (both 
from the content and from the methodological point of view)? 

Which teaching supplies (books, videos, software, ... ) should be made available for in-service 
training of teachers, in order to favour a flexible and open-minded approach to the teaching of 
geometry? 

7. Evaluation of long-term effects
All too often the success (or failure) of a curricular and/or methodological reform or innovation

for a certain school system is evaluated on the basis only of a short period of observation of its 
outcomes. Moreover usually there are no comparative studies on the possible side effects of a change 
of content or methods. Conversely, it would be necessary to look also at what happens in the long 
term. For instance: 

- Does a visual education from a very young age have an impact on geometric thinking at a later
stage? 

- How does an early introduction of analytic methods in the teaching of geometry influence the
visual intuition of pupils? When these pupils become professionals, do they rely more on the intuitive 
or on the rational parts of the geometry teaching to which they have been exposed? 

- What is the impact of an extensive use of technological tools on geometry learning?

8. Implementation
At ICME 5 (Adelaide, 1984) J. Kilpatrick asked a provocative question: What do we know about

mathematics education in 1984 that we did not know in 1980? Recently the same question has been 
picked up again in the ongoing ICMI study: "what is research in mathematics education and what are 
its results". (See Newsletter No.8) As for geometry, the possibility of relying on research results 
would be extremely useful in order to avoid reproposing in the future paths already proved 
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the 

lCMI "Perspectives on Teaddng Geometry the 21st "'-·'-c"-"'"· 

invited Study Conference a Puhlication to appear in the ICMI 
contributions to, and the outcomes of, the Conference. 

and 1vhat 

an 

The conference is schedules September 1995 in Catania (Italy). The International program 
Committee (IPC) for the study hereby invites individuals and groups to submit ideas, suggestions and 
contributions on major problems or issues related to this discussion document, not later than February 
15, 1995. 

Although participation in the conference requires an invitation from the IPC, ''experts" and 
"newcomers" interested in contributing to and participating in the conference are encouraged to 
contact the chair of the IPC. Unfortunately, an invitation to attend does not imply that financial 
support will be provided by the organizers. 

Papers, as well as suggestions concerning the content of the study conference program should be sent 
to: 
Professor Vinicio VILLANI, Dipartimento di Matematica 
Universita di Pisa, Via Buonarroti 2, I - 56127 PISA, IT ALY 
Tel: +39 50 599536 Fax: + 39 50 599524 Email: villani@dm.unipi.it 

The IPC member.s: 
Vinicio VILLANI (Chair of the IPC), 
Carmelo MAMMANA (Chair of the Local Org. Committee, Dipartimento di Matematica 

Viale A. Doria 6, Citta Universitaria, 95125 Catania, Italy. 
Tel: +39 95 337133 Fax: +39 95 330094 Email: rnammana@dipmat.unict.it 

Regine DOUADY (IREM, Univ.Paris VII, France), Vagn Lundsgaard HANSEN 
(Math.Inst.,Technical Univ. of Denmark, Lyngby, Denmark), Rina HERSHKOWITZ (Dept. of 
Science Teaching, the Weizmann Inst. of Science, Rehovot, Israel), Joseph MALKEVITCH 
(Math.,York College, CUNY, Jamaica, N.Y. 11451-0001, USA), Iman OSTA (American Univ. of 
Beirut, Lebanon), Mogens NISS (Member ex officio, IMFUFA, Roskilde Univ., Denmark). 

Adults Learning Mathematics - a new field of research 

Helga Jungwirth, Jurgen Maal3, Wolfgang SchWglmann 

lnstitut Fiir A· 4040 Austria 
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% %), di.vision 

test was sim.ilar to tests [1]. 

A important is lhe mathematics. Only very few enjoyed their math 
lessons at school. Many people remember that they did not understand mathematics and that they 
were stressed by teachers and tests. They think that mathematics is not useful for them and has 
nothing to do with real life. This way of thinking is dangerous to mathematics teaching. 

These two points and our experiences with different types of math courses for adults motivated us to 
undertake various research projects in this area. We investigated mathematical knowledge and belief 
systems about mathematics, evaluated math answers, analyzed curricula and organizational structures. 
We used tests, questionnaires, made interviews and had informal discussions with learners, teachers 
and organizers of courses. With respect to the beliefs about mathematics [2] we found that many 
adult learners consider mathematics as a toolbox they can use to solve job- or everyday-life problems. 
Simultaneously they agree that mathematics is a big theory with exact definitions and proofs, but only 
some of them characterize mathematics as a game with numbers, formulae and special rules for 
manipulation. More than 7 5 % believe that working with mathematics fosters logical thinking. 

Why do more and more adults want to learn mathematics? 

The most important motive for adult learners to start taking a course involving math is their job: they 
need better qualifications to remain employed or to improve their chances of obtaining a higher 
income. In order to get a new and better job some people need a formal graduation (for example a 
"technical master" ("Meister") degree). But there is another strong motive as well, beside the job
related ones. Participants of rnath courses are eager to learn, to generally improve their knowledge 
and abilities. 

These personal motivations match structural tendencies of our technological society. All the new 
technologies are based on mathematics. All computers, any hard- and software, are products of 
mathematical technology [3]. More and more parts of our society are structured mathematically. In 
this situation further education in mathematics is not "only" useful for individuals and their 
employment, but also forms an important basis for a better orientation in and understanding of the 
technological world and its rules. 

Cooperation 

Mathematics education for adults is a new field of research within the didactics of mathematics. We 

Literature 

r n 

1/94. 
J. w

.l.

Bl.ack Box as a Medium of 

Have you 
If you would to 

in: Beilriige zum ,1\,Jarhemmikunterricht 

, rn nzarhemmica didacilca 
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Problem Corner 

promote 
experienced c.rn11pern:im 
re-invent the . As long as 
apart in encouraging young mathematical In the Western a chasm 
between those who teach in schools and those who do mathematical research. University 
worked with high school students or younger children did so at the risk of their reputation even 
their tenure. The result has heen that gifted young mathematicians did not get enough encouragernent 
in their studies. Their teachers got little exposure to new developments in mathematics, and both 
suffered from a lack of status in society at large. In Eastern Germany things had been different. The 
Government of the day invested heavily in education. Here as I see it there was much more interplay 
between those who teach mathematics and those who create it. Teaching itself was regarded as a 
more creative activity than it was in the Western part of Germany, and some of the best 
mathematicians of the German Democratic Republic had spent much time and effort working with 
high school students. A rich culture of mathematical cooperation among all levels of teaching had 
developed, including curriculum development and teacher training. 

So, it was no accident that East Germany was present to found the International Mathematical 
Olympiad which started as a contest among the Eastern bloc countries - and this contest was only the 
most prominent of a dense and wide network of mathematical competitions. And of course the former 
GDR had its own magazine, alpha, written for pre-college students by mathematicians and university 
professors. Among other journals like kvant, Komo!, or the Polish Delta, this periodical made 
important and lasting contributions to the literature of elementary mathematics. 

Well, after German reunification one could have thought that mathematical circles and summer camps 
in which teachers, students and mathematicians form close relationships, would spread to all of 
Germany rapidly. But this process is making only slow progress. Western mathematics just puts a 
premium of publishing, not on teaching or working with students. Nevertheless, some of the old 
German federal states have brought new forms of promotion into being and now five new states have 
joined with multifarious and long experience in offering encouragement to mathematically interested 
pupils. Gradually, it has got around among the leading minds in the field of education that it would 
be desirable to preserve an organic variety of methods, structures and demands of effective measures 
of promotion or attractive competitions. At last, the general consensus is that quite a lot of work 
must be done to foster pupHs in the junior forms of schools, keen to develop their mathematical 
knowledge an.d w acquire new skills, from place to place and nation-wide. 
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the is chosen to discriminate between those 
who can reason clearly and carefully and those who can spot a pattern but prove nothing. This does 
not mean that problem 5 is the hardest question on the paper - many preferred it to the two earlier 
geometric problems. 

The following are the five questions of Round l. 

Q 11. Starting with any three digit number n we obtain a new number f (n) which is equal to the 
sum of the three digits of n , their three products in pairs, and the product of all three digits. 

(i) Find the value of nlf(n) when n = 625 .

(i) Find all three digit numbers such that the ratio nlf(n) = l .

Q12 In triangle ABC the point X lies on BC. 

(i) Suppose that L BAC = 90° , that X is the midpoint of BC , and that L BAX is
one third of LBAC. What can you say (and prove!) about triangle ACX?

(ii) Suppose that L BAC = 60° , that X lies one third of the way from B to C , and
that AX bisects L BAC. What can you say (and prove!) about triangle ACX?

Q13 The sequence of integers u
0
, u

l
' u

2
' u

3 
, ••• satisfies u

0 
= 1 and u

n
+t • u

n
-t = k · u

n 
for each 

n:::: l , where k is some fixed positive integer. If u
2000 

= 2000 , determine all possible 

values of k 

Q14 The points Q,R lie on the circle y , and P is a point such that PQ, PR are tangents to 

y. A is a point on the extension of PQ, and y1 is the circumcircle of triangle PAR .

The circle y1 cuts y again at B , and AR cuts y at the point C . Prove that
LPAR = LA.BC .

Q15 An increasing sequence of integers is said to be alternating if it starts with an odd term, the 
second term is even, the third term is odd, the fourth is even, and so on. The empty 

(with no term at. all!) is considered to be alternating. A(n) denote the 
only involve. the set {1,2, ... .,i}. Show that 

A(2) :::: 3 . Find the value A(20) , and prove that value is correct. 
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SOLUTIONS 

l1 

'""''*"'·"" mrrnber is 
6 is 

Definitions: A is a multiset of three or more 
distinct, such that in the set exactly the sum of the 
We also require that these numbers have no common divisor except I. 
{1,2,6,9} ismagical since l+2+6°-:::9 is anmltiple of 9. 1+2+9= 12 is a multiple 
of 6, 1 +6+9 = 16 is a multiple of 2 , and 2+6+9 = 17 is a multiple of 1 . The set 
{2,4,12,18} is not magical since all the numbers are divisible by 2. 

Problems: 

i. Show that the set {l,1,2,4, ... ,2n} is magical for all n :;::: 1.

ii. Show that all the proper divisors of a perfect number form a magical set.

iii. Find all magical sets with exactly three numbers.

iv. Find all magical sets with four numbers whose smallest elements are 1 and 3,
i.e. of the form {1,3,m,n} with m,n :;::: 3.

v. Prove that given any magical set, one can include an additional number in the set so
that this new set is also magical .

. 

Part (i). The definition for magical sets is a little cumbersome as it is stated. It would be much 
easier to work with the sum of all the numbers in a magical set. Indeed, we note that in the set 
{1,2,6,9} , the example given in the definition above, the sum of all elements is 18, and each element 
of the set divides 18. This observation motivates the following 

Lemma: A set is magical if and only if each element in the set divides the sum of all 
the elements and the GCD of all elements is 1. 

I leave it to the reader to prove this lemma. Thus the rest of part (i) follows readily. If 
M={l,1,2, ... ,2"} , then the sum of all elements is S=l+l+2+ ... +2n = 2n+t . Clearly each 
element of M divides the sum S and since one of the elements is 1 the GCD of all the elements 
is also 1, so M must be a magical set by the lemma. 

Part (ii). Let M = {d1,d2 , . • •  ,d,I} be the set of all proper divisors of some perfect number P. Then 
P = d 1 by definition a perfect number, and each d; is a of P . Thus 

M is a set in which every element divides the sum all the elements and again I must be in the set 
since l is a divisor every perfect number, so by the lemma, ft.1 is a magical set 

Part (iii}. the uragical set 
1 :Sb Sc so 2:s; s 

a+b=c or 

The latter case is easily (1ls:1m:sed 
is if a=c and b=c , yielding the set 
ofthisformis {l,1,1}. 

the 

to al 
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{1,1, as 

we must 
so n I l+3+m, 

into 
so n = 4+m or 2(4+m). 

1 then our set looks like {l,3,m,m+4} We n:mst also have m ! 1 +3+(m+4), which 
means m I 8+m or m I 8. As m2!3 the only two possibilities are m = 4 or 8 , leading to the 
two sets {1,3,4,8} and {1,3,8,12}. Only the second of these is magical, upon checking. 
Recall that k� 1 +4/m, so the only way to have k = 2 is if m = 3 or 4. This leads to the two sets 
{1,3,3,7/2} and {1,3,4,4}. The first doesn't really have a chance of being magical, but the second 
is. Therefore the only two such sets are {1,3,4,4} and {1,3,8,12}. 

Part (v). One candidate for an additional element is the sum of the elements in the original set. If 
this sum is S , then the sum of the elements in the new set is clearly 2S. By the lemma, we need 
only show that each element of the new set divides 2S. The proof is trivial. So the new set will be 
magical as well. 

QlO (Algebraic proof by the proposer) 

* * * * * * *

Within my garden I've a pond that's round 
Whose surface equal to 5028 4/7 square feet is found: 
In th' midst of which, a pole stands just upright 
Above the plain, one hundred feet in height: 
This pole being broke into two parts, 
Corne, tell this query now, ye men of arts. 
The broken piece fell just at the pond's brink: 
How long is then the piece left, do you think? 

If 1r = 22/7 then the square of the radius of the circle is 5028 417 · 7 /22 = 1600. Put c = 100, the 
whole height of the pole, and x = the part standing. Then c-x: will be the part broken off, and is 
the hypotenuse of a right-angled triangle whose two legs are a = 40 and x; consequently due to 

10000--1600 
Pythagoras's Theorem 402+ and hence x = ------- = 42 , the length required. 

2JOO 

* * * "' * * *
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EUROPEAN NEWS: Country by Country 

CATALONIA 

Collected Works of Pere Menal 

Edited by the Societat Catalana de Matematiques, Institut d'Estudis Catalans, Canne 47, 
E-08001 Barcelona, Spain. Tel: +34 3 3185516 Fax: +34 3 4122994 

Distributed by Birkhauser Verlag AG 

At the time of his death in a traffic accident at the age of thirty-nine, Pere Menal held the Chair of 
Algebra at the Universitat Autonoma de Barcelona, was an editor of Communications in Algebra, bad 
directed six Ph.D. theses, and had written some forty papers in ring theory, several of them in 
collaboration with ring theorists from many parts of the world. 

This book collects together all of his papers on ring theory, both the published and the unpublished. The 
earlier articles deal with group rings; later articles deal with von Neumann regular rings and C*-algebras. 
A theme common to many of the articles is the behaviour of general linear groups, from such viewpoints 
as residual finiteness or the description of normalizers. This book should be of interest to mathematics 
libraries, and to mathematicians interested in ring theory, von Neumann regular rings, C*-algebras, or 
general linear groups. 

CZECH REPUBLIC 

Spring Schools in Analysis 

23 - 29 April 1995 

Topic: Recent trends in Banach Spaces 
Lectures delivered by Gideon Schechtman (Rehovot, Israel), Yoav Benyamini (Haifa, 
Israel), Piotr Mankiewicz (Warsaw, Poland), Per Enflo. 

4 - 10 June 1995 

Topic: 

Address: 

Mathematical models of microstructure 
A series of lectures delivered by Stefan Miiller (Freiburg) 

Katedra matematicke analyzy 
Matematicko-fyzikalni fakulta UK 
Sokolovska 83, 186 00 Praha 8, Czech Republic 
Tel/Fax 42-2-231 76 62 
Email: obdrzal@karlin.mff.cuni.cz (for April conference) 
or maly@karlin.mff.cuni.cz (for June conference) 

There will also be a conference on Function Spaces, Differential Operators and Non Linear Analysis at 
Paseky. This is a continuation of two conferences on the same topic held in Sodenkyla (Finland) 1988 
and Friedrichrode (Gennany) 1992. For details contact 

ESTONIA 
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Dr. Jin Rakosnik, Mathematical Institute, Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic, 
Zitna 25, 11567 Praha 1, Czech Republic 
Fax: +42-2-24227633 E-mail: rakosnik@earn.cvut.cz 

Estonian Mathematical Society 

The new President of Estonian Mathematical Society is 

Professor Mati Abel. 



ITALY 

ICTP, Trieste 

Some mathematical conferences in 1995 

13 • 24 March 

27 March • 7 April 

10 -12 April 

22 May· 2 June 

5 -9 June 

21 August • 1 September 

22 • 25 August 

29 August� 1 September 

4 • 15 September 

CONFERENCE ON TOPOLOGICAL AND 
GEOMETRICAL PROBLEMS RELATED TO 
QUANTUM FIELD THEORY 
Co-sponsor: CEC 
Directors: P. Braam, C. De Concini, R. Oijkgraaf 
Local Organizer: M.S. Narasimhan 
Deadline for requesting participation: 31 August 1994 
£-mail address: smr847@ictp.trieste.it 

SPRING SCHOOL AND WORKSHOP ON STRING 
THEORY, GAUGE THEORY AND QUANTUM 
GRAVITY 
In cooperation with INFN and S!SSA 
Directors: R. Dijkgraaf, R. Jengo, I. Klebanov, 
K.S. Narain, S. Randjbar-Daemi 
Local Organizers: R. lengo, K.S. Narain, 5. Randjbar-Daemi 
Deadline for requesting participation: 31 January 1995 
E-11UJil address: smr848@ictp.trieste.it 

CONFERENCE ON RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN 
STATISTICAL MECHANICS AND QUANTUM 
FIELD THEORY 
Co-sponsor: SISSA 
Directors: L. ll<mora, J.L. Cardy, G. Mussardo, 
S. Randjbar-Daemi, H. Saleur 
Local Organizers: L. 13cmora, G. Mussardo, 
S. Randjbar-Daemi 
Deadline for requesting participation: 31 January 1995 
E-mail address: s,nr849®ictp.lriestdl 

WORKSHOP ON DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS 
Co-sponsor: CEC 
Directors: J. Palis, Y. Sinai, J.-C. Yoccoz 
Local Organizer: G. Vidossich 
Deadline for requesting participation: 15 November 1994 
E-mail address: smr855@ictp.trieste.it 

TRIESTE CONFERENCE ON PHYSICAL AND 
MATHEMATICAL IMPLICATIONS OF MIRROR 
SYMMETRY 
Directors: E. Gava, K.S. Narain, C. Vafa 
Local Organizers: E. Gava, K.S. Narain 
E-mail address: smr856@ictp.triestt.it 

CONFERENCE ON PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL 
EQUATIONS & APPLICATIONS TO GEOMETRY 
Co-sponsor: CEC 
Directors: K.-C. Chang, M. Giaquinta 
Local Organizer: G. Vidossich 
Deadline for requesting participation: 28 �bruary 1995 
E-mail nddress: smrS69@ictp.tricstr.it 

RANDOMNESS STOCHASTICITY AND NOISE 
(Adri.11ico Resurch Conference) 
Or-sponsor: CEC 
Directms: H. Cerdeira, Hu Gang, F. Marchesoni 
DeadliM Im requesting participation: 15 April 1995 
£-mail a1idrf1;$, smrS68@ictp.lritsli•.it 

JN FORMATION THEORY IN CLASSICAL AND 
QUANTUM SYSTEMS 
(Adriatko Resur<:h Confimmce) 
Co-sporuor: CEC 
Directors: H. Cerdeira, H. Haken, A.N. Proto 
Deadline for requesting participation; 15 May 1995 
E-mail addTtSS: smr870@.ictp.tritste.it 

WORKSHOP ON GENERAi. THEORY OF PARTIAL 
DlFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS & MICROLOCAL 
ANALYSIS 
C<Hof'OOSOr: CEC 
Directors: Qi Min·you, L Rodino 
Local Organizer: G. Vidos.llkh 
Deadline for requesting participation: 28 February 1995 
E·IIWil lffidms: smr81I@klp.lritsU.ii 
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UNITED KINGDOM 

47th British Mathematical Colloquium 

3-6 April 1995

Heriot-Watt University, Eilinbm:gh. 

The 47th BMC, supported by a grant from the London Mathematical and from 
Shell Research, takes place at Heriot-Watt on the above dates. 

Principal Speakers: J-P Serre, College de France (Monday); G. Pmis and E.
BombierL Princeton (Wednesday).

Morning Speakers: R.J. Archbold, R.W. Carter, J.E. Cremona, A.M. Etheridge, N.D. Gilbert,
W.T. Gowers, M.R. Jemnn, J.T. Lewis, LJ. Mason, J.B. Paris, A.W. Reid,
M. Reid, C. Ringel, R.L. Taylor, J.F. Toland.

Special Sessions: 

Applications 

Functional Analysis (organised by A. M. Sinclair), and Ring Theory (K. A. 
Brown). 

The LaTeX source file of the application form is available by anonymous ftp 
from ftp.ma.hw.ac.uk (log on as ftp, give your full user-id as password, and see 
the file READ.ME in the directory pub/bmc for further instructions), or by email 
on request from bmc@ma.hw.ac.uk. 

Erasmus Instructional Conference 
An Erasmus Instructional Conference on Algebra and Related Topics (including Knot Theory and Operator 
Spaces) will be held at Edinburgh University immediately before the BMC. Further details are available 
from Dr T. H. Lenagan (erasmus@maths.ed.ac.uk; 0131-650 5078). 

Further Information: Can be found in a World-Wide Web page on http://www.ma.hw.ac.uk (under 
Department of Mathematics : Conferences and Seminars), which will be kept 
up-to-date. 

Enquiries: Professor J. Howie, Department of Mathematics, Heriot-Watt University, 
Edinburgh EH14 4AS ( +44 131-451 3240; bmc@ma.hw.ac.uk). 

THE NETHERLANDS 

Arithmetic and geometry of abelian varieties: a conference in honour of Frans Oort 

Date: 

Location 

The Conference: 

Organizers: 

Program: 

Confirmed speakers: 

Organizing ,·ommittee: 

Cont.art: 

30 

5 - 9 June 1995 

University of Utrecht, Utrecht, The Netherlands 

The meeting will be held to celebrate the 60th birthday of Frans 0011. 

The Mathematical Research Institute MRl. MRI is a joint initiative of the 
mathematics departments of the universities of Groningen, Nijmegen, Twente 
and Utrecht in The Netherlands. Its aim is to promote research, organize 
graduate courses and seminars, and stimulate international contacts and 
exchange. 

Talks will start in the morning of Monday the 5th, and will end in the 
afternoon of Friday the 9th. On each day of the conference we expect to have 
two lectures by invited speakers. There will also be time for contributed 
lectures. 

H .W. Lenstrn, 
lnstitut Bonn) K. Ueno 

(Max Planck lnstitut Bonn and Univ. 

TA The 



Dk: tktul.'.�li'it jcweH, �hte 
Ahkiirt-rmi ist nur d�r 

u��ginJ1 nng{�gr>;h.r.·n, 
1..'.L Sy:rnn1etri(tn; ,Jose M. M,crut�· 

Reinhold Remmerl, 
Hamburg 

Optimie
nmg; Bernhard Kort<J, Bonn; Klaus 
Ritter, M iinchen 
15.1. Enmnei·ative Combinato
rics and the Symmetrie Groups; 
George E. Andrews, University Park; 
Christine Bessenrodt. Magdeburg; 
Jorn Borling Olsson, Kobenhavn 
22.01. Numerical Methods for 
Singular Perturbations; Pieter 
Hemker, Amsterdam; Hans-G. Roos, 
Dresden; Martin Stynes, Cork 
29.01. Applied and Computatio
nal Convexity; Peter Gritzmann, 
Trier; Victor L. Klee, Seattle; Peter 
Kleinschmidt, Pas.sail 
05.02. Algebraic and Geometric 
Combinatorics; Anders Bjorner, 
Stockholm; Gil Kalai, Jerusalem; 
Gilnter M. Ziegler, Berlin 
12.02. Qualitative Aspects of 
Partial Differential Equations; 
Henri Berestycki, Paris; Bernhard 
Kawohl, Koln; Giorgio Talenti, Fi
renze 
19.02. Medical Statistics: Multi
variate Models for Longitudinal 
Data; Niels Keiding, Kobenhavn; 
Martin Schumacher, Freiburg 
26.02. Gro& diskrete Systeme; 
T homas Beth, Karlsruhe; Martin 
Grotschel, Berlin 
05.03. Mathematische Stocha
stik; Hans-Goorg Miiller, Davis; 
Dietrich Stoyan, Freiberg 
12.03. OMV-Seminar: Statisti
sche Wavelets; David L. Donoho, 
Berkeley; Iain M. Johnstone, Stan
ford 
12,03, DMV-Seminar: Composi
te Materials and Homogenizati
on; Lm: Tartar, Pittsburgh; Francois 
Murat .. Paris 
19.03. Gewohnliche Differen-
1.ialg!eidmngen: Topological 
and Geometrical Met.hods in 
O.D.E's, Je,-n Mawl>in, Louvain
!a-Neuve; Kiaus Schmitt, Salt. Lake 

\.1J.;J:t,*r f'ebth��t t 

f;:chwi1..J."i�,,i;;ub}:�rg, 
'Tr(,,,d1,;t.rJI:\, Amstr::rd,un 
O:&.(M.. UM'.V.-S<e,.nirm�: 

in. 

M'ad
B<,y· 

Geometry; Ji.\rgea !litter, Augs
burg; Martin J. Taylor, Ma.nd1est.er 
23,04. Algebrnische Gruppen; 
Pete,· Sk,dowy, lfamh11n;; Tonny A. 
Springer, Utrecht; Jacques Tits, Paris 
30.04, Multilevel Methods and 
Applications; Wolfgang llad.l,usd,, 
Kiel; Pieter Hemker, Amsterdam, 
Gabriel Wittmn, Stuttgart 
01.05. Linear Operators and Ap
piications; Israel C. Gohberg, Tel 
Aviv; Uernhard Gramsch, Mainz; 
Helmut H. Sd,aefer, Tiibingcn 
14.05. Mathematical Models in 
Phase Transitions; Hans Wilhelm 
Alt, Bonn; Paul C. Fife, Salt Lake 
City 
21.05. Computational Aspects of 
Commutative Algebra and Alge
braic Geometry; David Eisenbud, 
Waltham; Gii11ter Scheja, Tiihingen; 
Frank-Olaf Schreyer, Bayreuth 
28.05. Computational Number 
Theory; Hendrik W. Lc11stra Jr., 
Berkeley; Michael K Pohst, Berlin; 
Horst G. Zimmer, Sa.arbrucken 
04.06. Freiformkurven und Frei
Cormfllkhen; Robert E. l3arnhill, 
Tempe; Wolfgang Boehm, Bra.un
schweig; Josef Hoschek, Da.rn1sta<lt 
11.06. Differentialgeometrie im 
GroOen; \Verner Ballmann, Bonn; 
Jean Pierre Bourguignon, Pal.1iseau; 
Wolfgang Ziller, Philadelphia 
18.06. Quadratische Formen; 
Manfred Knebusch, Regensburg; 
Walter Pfister. Mamz; Winfried 
Scharlau, Miinster 
25.06. Bifurkation und Symme
trie; Eugene Allgower, Fort Collins; 
Klaus Bohmer, Marburg; Martin Go· 
lubitsky, !foust<m 
02.07. Algebraic Methods iu 
Multivariate Statistical Analy
sis; M.idrn,:•l D. Perlman, S>'.!at\l�; 
Friedrich Pukdsli.:m,, A•,gsburg 
09.07. Schrodingeroperato-

OTHER CONFERENCES 

BAHRAIN 

i·en:; f1-ikh:u,d Dt·Ynv\h,1 C!aw.;th,i'i\l� 
Zdl�d�1<l; V,;�'i:cr f:,niJ. /i,i'tcl-H�n 
Hi.tl7, Sy;;teme; ild· 
mut Vi, Zfarich+ 

Z$.O'l' ... 
it!ndUr�h-·dlnat�n5oiot'lal-er 
�·,hittrk� i\ \t";l!a.Hdt:t, \¥;dt,h�u:n; (]aus 
Mkh1.t1:l Hlci.i�fei,i 

J)arstcUttngstheor,ie; l:>or� 
ho} 

i\hrhd Di�fln, Ps1irb; 
Fad�; H.1ufoif Rent· 

W:w,?!ets (Signa!verarbel
tung); Yngrid Daubt!Chles1 ?1t1urray 
Hiil; Alfred !,. Louis, Sa&brudmn; 
Yves ffleyer, Paris 
13.08. Pnrtielle Dilferentialglei
dmngen; G<>rhard Huisken, Tiibin
gen; Leon M. Simon, Stanford; Mi
chael Strnwe, Ziirich 
20.08. OMV-Seminar: L'· 
Invariants of Manifolds and Ap
plications; Wolfgang Liick, Mainz; 
N.N. 
20.08. Ganzzahlige quadratische 
Formen und Gitter; Eva Bayer
Fluckiger. Besancon; Helmut Koch, 
Berlin; Boris !3orisovic Venkov, St. 
Pet<'rsburg 
27.08. Complex Geometry: Vec
tor Bundles in Geometry and 
Physics; Nigel J. Hitchin, Coventry; 
Klaus lfok·k, HannO\w; Robert La
zarsfeld, Los Angeles 
03.09. Topologie; Jolm Jones, Co-' 
,·entry; lb Madsen, Aarhus; Elma.r 
\'ogt, Berlin 
10.09. Knotentheorie; Joan S. Bir· 
man, New York; �laxim Kontsevich, 
Bonn 
17.09. Informationstheorie; Ru
dolf Ahlswede, Bielefeld; Jacobus H. 
van Lint. Eindhoveu; James Massey, 
Zurich 
24.09. Nonlinear and Stochastic 
Systems; Ludwig Arnold, Bremen; 
Werner Schiehlen, Stuttgart; Walter 
Wedig, l\arlsruhe 
01.10. Mnthematische Metho
den der Geodasie; Willi Freeden, 
l\a.iserlautern; Erik W. Grafarend, 
Stuttgart 
08.10. Arbeitsgemeinschnft mit 
aktuellem Thema: (wird in Heft 
3/1995 tier DMV-Mitteiltmgen 
bekanntgegeben); 
15.10. Geometric; Victor Ba11gert, 
Frdhurg: llhid, l'inki,ll, Berlin 
22.10. Empiric.al Proces�es: 
Theory and Applit-atlons; F. La.u
rie D.,vi<":-., E:.",{"n: Pf·ter G.a.�us?!til(·f 1 

li'URONEWS 

fvliinc.b-en� .. /t/;,·ifrk�d Stute,,� (·�ittl4:�n 
:lf!.!O. 

willie, 
!,ausen, 8id1cfdil 
l.2. U, Allgeme,ne Ungk,idmn .. 
r,:e111 ·,;;\Hia.m. Nord,e Evt-1itt � B�r·
"'1"�"""'' Las:do I;of.f,nczi� Dehtf:r_iJ.n:

Waite,, K.-risn1he 
Infinite 

Dimensk,m1l Kaehler Manifolds; 
Aleksamfo.r A. Kirillov, Moscow; Alan 
T Hucklebeny, llochum 
19.11. Fortbildungslehrgang fur 
Bibliothekare; 
03.12. 'Ibpologische Methoden 
in der Gruppentheorie; Herbert 
Abels, Bielefeld; Pet�r Krophol!er, 
London 
10.12. Kinematik und Robo
tik; Hans Georg Bock, Heidelberg; 
Manfred Hiller, Duisburg; Josef Ho
schek, Darmstadt; Friedrich Pfeiffer, 
Miincben 
17.12. Branching Processes; Pe
ter E. Ney, Madison; Anton \\'akol
binger, Frankfurt 

Die Teilnehmer an den Tagungen 
in Oberwolfach werden vom lnsti
tut personlich eingeladen. Ohne eine 
solche Einladung ist eine Teilnahme 
nicht moglich. 

lnteressenten, insbesondere anch 
jilngere Mathematiker, konnen sich 
an das lnstitut wenden. Da die An
zahl der Teilnehmer an einer Tagung 
heschrankt ist, konnen nicht immer 
alle Interessenten eingela.den werden. 

An International Conference on Pure and Applied Mathematics 

Date: 19 - 22 November 1995 

Lo.cation: University of :Bahrain 

Contact: Professor .A M .. Khaliq. 
Mathernatics, University of Bahrain,. 
Tel.: (+973) 688348 Fax:(+ 

- ICPAM95. Department of
PO Box 32038, Isa Town, BAHRAIN 
682582 email: ICPAM95@.isa.cc.uob bh 
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REVIEWS 

Hditc-rl Ivan Nduka and Vladimir Suui':d;, Boob 

.. �·./etuka, At Sokolovskd 8i:?, 186 00 Prahf1 81 (�zech 

W.Scharlau
ln Dcntschlaud

1vfathmnatis.che hrntitut,! 
1800-1!.145, Doknmente z1u 

Band 5, Friedrich &. 
E1:JO, vi+291 p�L DM 7200, lSBN 

The book contains basic information ahouL 38 
ma.themat.ical institutes at Gerrnan unhersities and 
technical colleges in l800-Hi45. For every university 
or college, there is a �hort description of its history 
and the development of its mathematical institute 
and a list of its mathematicians (professors, associate 
professors, senior lecturers etc.) with essential data. 
The volume ends with the article of G,Schuhring: 
Zur strukturellen Entwicklung der Mathematik an den 
deutschen Hochschulen l 800-1945 (13 pp.) and with 
an index of names. The book can be recommended 
not only to mathematicians but also to historians as 
a source of information about German mathematics, 
mathematicians, universities and institutes. (jbe) 

I.M.Gelfand, A.Shen: Algebra, Birkhiiuser, Boston,
1993, 153 pp., DM 42.00, ISBN 3-764-33677-3, ISBN 0-
817-63677-3

This book is the third book in a senes which is 
intended for high school students. It is a nicely written 
introduction to the basic notions of elementary algebra. 
The authors' idea of the book is briefly expressed by 
Gelfand's words: "It was not our intention that all 
of the students who study from these books or even 
completed the School by Correspondence should choose 
mathematics as their future career. Nevertheless, no 
matter what they would later choose, the results of 
this mathematical training remain with them. For 
many, this is a first experience in being able to do 
something completely independently of a teacher." A 
further characterization of the book can be given by a 
sample of the topics covered: The Use of Parentheses. 
Dealing with Fra.ctions. How to Explain the 
of the Snm Formula to Yom Younger Brother of 
Sister. Division of in One Variable, the 
Rern,,inder. The Sum of a Georne!.ric 

Huw to Confrnst the Student on the 
Exam, The Arithmetic and Geometric Mean of Several 
]S'tnnbers. 
ind 
].ft. in th.,n l nt..rodact.ion: nrrhe rna.iu pa.rt of (he 
hooi.; 1s formt·d by The bes\. w,iy to deal 
with iJKm i>'. solve by ·· <:::impare 
your soh,ticm wi!.h tl1<! soluiion iu tlH• hook (if it 
,. go to the next "The book can he 

as ·weU a.cS t.o thogc who 
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ZhP-xian ·wan: In t,·odt,t:tlou. to .. ,\ b"t:raet mid 
Linear 19\12, 
v+;if/J pp., GBP 29.95. ISBN D-862· .\83.H)·-1 

high sch,)o! 
knowledge of mathematics. The text cont.a.ins a!! the 
standard materiaI about groups, fields, matrices, and 
polynomials. The parts on liuear algebra which are of 
a more geometric nature ( e.g. Euclidean and unitary 
spaces) are not included. The focus of the presentation 
are finite fields, polynomials and commutative rings. 
Section 4.3 contains a beautiful presentation of Chinese 
Remainder Theorem, going back to Sun-Zi, 3-5 century 
AD. The highlights of the text are structure theorems for 
finite fields and a detailed analysis of polynomials over 
finite fields, their factorization (Berlekamp's algorithm) 
and irreducibility. Moreover, tables of irreducible 
polynomials over Z2 are included. The presentation 
deserves one more chapter dedicated to an introduction 
to linear codes and the role the above mentioned notions 
play there. Such chapter would surely increase the 
attractivity of this nice book to students of engineering. 
(It seems likely that there was a chapter like this in the 
original text "Algebra and Coding Theory" (in Chinese), 
the translated, selected and revised version of which 
constitutes the present book.) (jt) 

I.Chavel: Rieinannian Geometry: A Modern
Introduction, Cambridge Tracts in Mathematics,
vol.108, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1993,
xii+386 pp., GBP 3.5.00, ISBN 0-521-4a201-4

The book consists of 7 chapters: 1) Riemannian 
manifolds, 2) Riemannian curvature, 3) Riema.nnian 
volume, 4) Riemannian coverings, 5) The kinematic 
density, 6) lsoperirnetric inequalities, 7) Comparison 
and finiteness theorems. This work is certainly not 
an elementary introduction for the beginners. The 
standard elementary topics a,re treated ratlier brieil.y 
and many of them are just left to the reader as 
exercif'es.The ma.in emphasis is cm the global properties 
of Riemannian manifolds, 

( Lf,t. us mention i.be 

the Lidmercwicz 
on humonic sp,1ce, among rnany VVha1. iB aJBo 

is the way the 1u1thm is able to in 
,i natural w;i.y, Hie whole historical Hw 
' . 

cntBf-llCS 



Ii .. lif:r1�nJ.a:nn: (:�rt.nstrHint'»,d '.�/{echan.ics an.(i Lili:: 
vcrJ .. 27, .'.v1a.th 

which cont,,ins 
a. rnixture of 1:hree very different Th,:: first 
on," is non-holonomic gcom.etry a.11d the theory of non
holonomic dynamical systenrn (a historica.l survey of this 
interesting from a modem point of view together 
with an extensive bibliography can be found in E .MS, 
vol. 16, Springer-Verlag, see the review below). The 
second part contains a detailed discussion of one of Lic's 
papers on symmetries of differential equations developed 
later by Vessiot and Pomrnaret. The last part treats 
a quite different subject - generalized function algebras 
and their connection to renormalization in Quantum 
Field Theory. The book is selfcontained - the author 
reviews briefly many known subjects at various parts 
of the book ( e.g. distributions on manifolds, moving 
frames, afline connections, jets, Lie algebra valued forms, 
Maurer-Cartan equations). Nevertheless, these parts 
are not very useful for specialists and references to a 
full description of these topics in standard monographs 
would be better for a beginner. (vs) 

V.I.Arnol'd, S.P.Novikov (Eds.): Dynamical 
Systems VII. Integrable Systems. Nonholonornic 
Dynamical Systems, Encyclopaedia of Mathemati<:al 
Sciences, voLH, Springer-·Verlag, Berlin, 1994, :341 pp., 9 
fig., DM 144.00, ISBN 3-54,0-18176-8, ISBN 0-387-18176-
8 

The book consists of three parts. The fast one contains 
a discnssion of nonholonomic dyna.mical systems. The 

Ill 

the 
and to optimal control 
estahlished. The book contain& the :first pa.rt of 
a su rvcy o{ tht� the pa.rt devoted 

distributions on m,rnifolds and to 
nonholo:n.<.):Htic 
nH.nifolds. The use of the 
gemnetry for tlw 

··rhe 

on Ilien.1an:n.ian 

of ch1.ssiu1.l n suH8 is 
,:;e(:ond d.i':',cu.�.:.:;.ed the 

H i1 rniJ t,OJtia.:n S.)"Stern:s: 
of 

lia.rnBto11itn1 sy�h·:r:u;; we-:re fo1.n1d ·in (i.a.ssicaJ :n:H:ch,inics. 
1a.st r:i group th1.:. 1.:i:reli(:al �cherne for their 

const.rnction was found_ 'Th.>f:'. constrn.ction is based on a. 
ch•:,in• d a. 

REVIEWS 

a. lot o-f cla.ssica.i 

th.:.:�ta. Jn:nct.i(nu:; _f�; 
f'-:"f;_:,;,;-50D. IJ,ie �;rott ps �tre us1,-:d "lor (l.iscnssi,'.1H of 

diffen.:rn.e L,x The ,,,n:vey end,. with 3, 
the bo1:>k 

of B tt:rnih,1)1.riar:. s.ystcnJs (LO 
<:ont..a:i n�{ n. of 

of the a.bove 
\:·aJnalllc sur,·ey 

recc1nntf.·ndcd t,o 

of 
Finite Linear Press, 

.1.993, x+21'1 pp., :30.00, ISBN 0-52I<B.317-2 

This is the first. comprehen;sive trea.tment of finite linear 
( not vector!) i<paces. The st,udy includes import.ant 
particular cases of affine, semi-affine and projective 
spaces. The approach is mostly purely combinatoria.I, 
except for the last chapter, where some deep results 
of the theory of finite groups are used. Besides rmrny 
exercises and an appendix containing a list of all linear 
spaces with at most 9 points, one finds also lists of open 
problems and references after each chapter. This makes 
the book valuable both for researchers and grncluat.e 
students. (jatr) 

S.H.Lehnigk: The Generalized Feller Equation 
and Related Topics, Pitman Monographs and Surveys 
in Pure and Applied Mathematics, vol.68, Longman 
Scientific & Technical, Harlow, 1993, xvi+202 pp., GBP 
46.00, ISBN 0-582-08736-8 

The generalized Feller equation is a linear parabolic 
partia.l differential eq11ation of Fokker-Planck t.ype for 
a function of one space variable. The equation is 
used for a description of diffusion-type models in 
various branches of physics and chemistry. The book 
contains a systematic discussion of properties of its 
solutions. A fundamental solution is constructed and 
initial and boundary value problems are ,olw:d. 'The 
expansion of solutions into series of special functions 
and related probability fnnctions are di;,;cussecl. 
The book can be useful for mathematicians interested in 

probability and ,;;tatistks and for 
(vs) 

Compu tat.ioual 

1993, x+29B pp , GBP 29.�•S. 
ISBN 0·52144218-1 

a parl, of the 
geo1n<·try .a.nd 1;hr)w·.s rna.u.v cf 

.i.n t.hf: fie id. .H 
<'.on1m utati ,f: 

ge,..!n1et.r5,i' «tnd clctssificatit:in of 
four survey anicles the most. 
cnrrent work :n1d four research 

r'here i.s al�o a v.·1eH--·\vri tten introduction. 



REVIEWS 

to th,,, t bf)]!' 
Rnd their US(·'', Hl 'l'he book could he 
11,�efol for compukr scien1.fa!.;; interested in 

robotics or Groebner ha.sis a,, well as 
fcff rnaternatjcia:ns .irzt.ert;sL,:_:d .in 
commuta.t.ive 

Col.iBcted 1wanami 
1!.l94, xx+::w1 pp.· ISBN 4-00,005376-0 

'This vohnne commemor,,tes Shokichi 
( a JJ.t<He rnilesto:n.e 

of 10 celebrated in the 

s 8filh 
than 

con1.ains 
his mat.hemat.ical p;tpers written in .French 
and Ge.rman (indudiug smne contributions to 
algebraic number theory), pt,rsonal reminiscences of 
eminent. mathematicians such as Chevalley, Delsarte, 
H11a. and Takagi, and some fascina.ting insights into 
the development of 20th-century Japanese mathematics. 
The volume closes with a historical comment.a.ry by 
Iyanaga, full of interesting views on his life a.s a st.udent 
in Tokyo, Hamburg a.nd Paris, and on his later career 
as one of the most p:romi.nent figures in algebraic 
number theory and in the Japanese and international 
mathematical communities. (gaj) 

P.Karow: Font Technology. Methods and Tools,
Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 1994, xiv+457 pp., 306 fig., DM
128.00, ISBN 3-540-57223-6, ISBN 0-387-.57223-6

This is a tra.nslation of the German book "Schrifttech
nologie" by the same author. In 1987 Peter Ka.row wrote 
a book "Digita.l Formats a.nd 'I'ypefaces" devoted to the 
subject. The book under review has a. non-empty over
lap with it but it also contains a lot of new material. The 
transition of typography to the use of digitalized type
faces brought a. lot of interesting problems and some of 
them involve a portion of mathematics and/or informat.
in,, For those wlw would like to learn the basic principles 
of creating nice fonts, the book represents an invaluable 
;;ource of informa.t.ion. Pa,rts of the book were written 
by other authors -· to a.n idea. what is covered, here 
are the titles of some chapters: Typeface Market, Font 
Production in pa.st a.nd present (by G. Flake), Intelli
gent. Font Scaling, Letter Spacing (by B. Kiimrnle), Type 
Quality, Legibility (by D. \Vendt), Classifying Typefaces 
according to DIN (by K. H. Warkentin), Copyright (by 
P. Rosenfeld). A E conta.in addit.ional in-
form ati.on on
(jive)

index, etc. 

W.A.Day: Entropy and Partial Differential 
Equationr., Pitman Resea.rch Notes in Mai,liematics 
Series, Longman Scientific &·. 
1993. xiv+l08 pp., GBP ISB:'� 0·582-·229:Z'i-i> 

·rhe aim of thi8 hook 
of thermodyn,uniz:s like 
the Clausius(-Duham)
qualita.tive properties of
a t.::mperaturc, for
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is to 1ise the basic ideas 
t.h(: not.ion of entropy and 

inequality to study some 

1.1.nd. srnoc1t h:tJt't;s of. ;;,. 
to :.:trr.ive at. thf' entropy b::.t-laJJce 

.F' �n ,:;.. bon.ndcd 
of entropy G 

entrDpy -flux .LI c,nt'�vard acc:roBB t�Ji:'·: of A. 
thi."."!T a,pprop.ri�tt,c 

Jed .. ds t.o 

t h ],T. in an ino] -tited s,ystr1n the 
entropy ca.n.nr,t, a, re1cva:n_t f�tct. 
Th(, book is su.ita.bk for rrrn.tfo,,ma.ticians iuterested in 

some of thf: 
PDEs. 'I'he hook should he understandable at PhD 
level. it is not nH:c,int as a first course in 
PDEs or in thermodynamics. Some basic knowledge of 
PDEs is recommended ,tnd some in l,hermodynamics is 
t1seful. Formally, there is just one point the reviewer 
found ra.ther inconvenient, namely t.h;i.t no theorem is 
formulated throughout the book. Therefore, the search 
for informat.ion sometimes results in having to rea.d a. 
section of the book from t.op to bottom to understand 
the context of a result. (mr) 

V.I.Arnold, V.V.Kozlov, A.I.Neishtadt: Dynam
ical Systems III. Mathematical Aspects of Classi
cal and Celestial Mechanics. Second Edition, En
cyclopaedia of Mathematical Sciences, vol.3, Springer
Verlag, Berlin, 1993, xiv+291 pp., 81 fig., DM 144.00,
ISBN 3-540-57241-4, ISBN 0-387-57241-4

The book presents neither an introduction to dynamical 
systems nor a textbook for learning the topic. 
Ra.ther, it provides a very well-written overview of 
the mathematical aspects of classicaJ mechanics while 
a.lso giving the reader the corresponding physical 
background. Ba.sic principles of classical mechanics 
are discussed, like relativity, oscillations, Lagrangian 
and Hamiltonia.n mechanics, Hamilton's principle, 
dynamics of ideal gases, ending up with more 
advanced mathematical/physical topics like the theory 
of invaria.nt manifolds, perturbation theory for integra.ble 
systems and the theory of small and qua.si-· ra.ndom 
oscillations. Fans of the classical mat.hemai ical appro;,.ch 
to dynamical systems should be satisfied too, finding 
sect.ions devoted to the stndy of pha.se portraits and 
stability of equilibrb states for corresponding systems. 
An important part of the book is devoted to the 

of and The 
reviewer appnx:ia.tes the topologicaJ. and 
aspects of (non )intcgrn.bility discu;:;sed.. Historical 
rema.rks ,utd usefnl throughout. thi: book rnake 
il. even nwre to read. The hook is w<eH-writ,ten 
both from a scien!.ilk and. a frn·rnal of view. lt 's ,i 

boGk for any 1;eason (, . to be wit.h ''''T'his is a. 
hook to cud up wilh in front of a fire on a cold winter's 

. ! 



S.D.Chatterji, B.Fuch.sateiner, R.Liedl 
(Eds.): ,lahrbuch Uberblicke Mathernatik 1
J a.hrbuch fried rich

ISBN 3-628-0fi4!Li-7 
S.D.ChaUerji, B.E'uchssteiuer, lJ .Knlisch, R..Liedl 
(Eds.): .Jahrhuch Uberblicke Mathen:mtik 1904, 
Jahrbnch (i bcrblicke .Friedrich &
Sohn, 1994, viii+2G4 pp., DM 62.00 ISBN
3-528-06578-S
This 1s a series of year books devoted to 
survey articles a.nd introductions to topical fields of 
mathematics and the history of mat.hematics. The 
articles are presented in English or German. In 
the 199a volume articles on the following topics 
are included: geometric duality and combinatorial 
optimization (M. :hinger and W. Pulleybank), creation 
of equi- distributed random numbers (U. Dieter), 
algorithms for propagation in artificial intelligence (B. 
Faltings ), numerical computations for bounds of 7r (W. 
Kramer), asymptotic inversion of convolution operators 
(B. Silbermann), recent developments of quantum 
groups (P.P. Kulish), mathematics in the design of a 
control circuit ( N. Dourdurnas ). There is a report 
on the European Mathematical Congress in 1992 in 
Paris and news of mathematics in the period 1991 -
1992. A biography of Norbert Wiener is presented by 
S.D. Chatterji. The volume for 1994 contains articles 
on functional eq nations ( .J. Sch waiger), algorithms in
discrete mathematics and probabilistic arguments (H. J.
Promel), semigroups in population dynamics (J. Priiss
and W. Schappacher), numerics for some equations 
in mechanics (P. Kaps), algebraic eigenvalue problems
and methods of verification of the results (G. Mayer), 
applied algebra (M. Hazewinkel). There is a report 
on the situation in scientific publications and electronic 
information by M. Grotschel, J. Liigger and W. Sperber.
Historical aspects are touched on in articles on the
Fredholm alternative, the Bieberbach conjecture, the
history of ETH in Ziirich and mathematics in Berlin in
the period 1700 - 1993. ( ss)

I.Stewart:  The Problems of Mathematics. 
Second Edition, Oxford University Press, Oxford,
1992, x+347 pp., 42 fig., GBP 8.99, ISBN 0-192-19262-0,
ISBN 0-192-86148-4
This is a revised edition of 
1987. Bof.ii 

1n'Tl"tte11 and ca.11. be used n1 
eff'ect;iv\� for :n1a,tlf("n�;;1tl,c·s, 
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A detailed exposition of the Riemann 
"'"'"'"'"" discovered by .J. 

E.J.M.cShane for the 
is in the bonk. G,0,nenilized 

are based on Ricnrnnn ( n.n,m."11.1:;· 
,mms with respect t.o 

which the to he deli.ncd. While 
inkgrai ion is 

simple, the theory of int.tgrat.ion over higher
dimensiomtl sets is morn sophisticated. For obtai.11ing 
an integral wit.h nice properties an integral with 
a nice Gauss-Green Theorem) tlw definition given in 
the one-dimensional case has to be modified. These 
modificittions concern mainly tc\1e geometric properties 
of the partitions. Pfeffer's book is a well organized 
monograph reflecting one branch of the new viewpoint 
on integration based on Riemann type integral sums and 
leading to very geueral integration theories. (ss) 

A.J.P.Watkins: Derive-based Investigations for 
Post.-16 Core Mathematics. 2nd Edition, 
Chartwell-Bratt, Bromley, 1993, 102 pp., GBP 9.95, 
ISBN 0-862-38312-9 

Derive, A Mathematical Assistant, is one of several 
packages intended for both symbolical and numerical 
calculations providing the user with reasonable graphical 
possibilities. This booklet is designed to iutroduce 
the reader to this package · and to some of the 
concepts of advanced mathematics. The topics 
covered are as follows: Elementary graphics and 
elementary calculus; The graphical features Qf reciprocal, 
trigonometric, expouential and logarithmic functions; 
Limits, differentiations and differential equations; 
Combining oscillations; Numerical methods; Selected 
functions and their series expansions. The level is very 
elementary, say that of the better scientific calculator. 
For each chapter the exercises with solutions are 
available. This book is completely unsuitable for those 
wishing to master the DERIVE package for solving 
difficult problems. On the other hand, it can be used for 
students who are starting mathematical analysis courses 
at technical universities. I regret that I did not find 
either the contents or index. (ja.nt) 

M.Giaquinta: Introduction to Regularity Tht'Ory
for Non.linea1· Elliptic Systems, Lectures in

Basel, 199:'., viii+BO pp., DM 
38.00, ISBN 3-764-32879-7, ISBN 0-817-62879-7 

This hook if; intend,,d for students ,uid re� 
s-eardwrs whose int(,rests may indude diiferen·
tial cakulu.s of v;i:riatiorn, a.ud rdat•1d ariras. 
Tl,e main aim of thfa book is to the b(ehavim: 
of :rnin.irriiz.crs of '%',a:riatiou��l and ot' si.ilh.ttions of 

sy�lerns. ] a:.'ld 2 <'IH' devoted to the so-
,::aUed Hilbert space 

of ,1olntions of mmlincar systems in 
The dassical and "'Dired me1,hod.� 
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in the calculus of v,uiations'' ;i.r;; described in ;;imp!e t<it.u-· 
ations. Both interior and ho1rndary regularity in Sobolev 
spaces are studied means of the diffeience-quotient-
met.hod. The and the CampamHo spaces ,tre 
int,roduu,d in Chapter :1 as useful t ooJ,s for 
tion of Hiilder-cmitinnity of the derivatives of solutions. 
In Chapter 4, 1/' estimates for linear systems art' pre
sented. The most, beautiful results and techniques are 
described in Chapter 5. The da.sica.l regula.rity result on 
second order elliptic equations with bounded measurahl(a 
cofficients is presented. The author provides two ,liffor
ent proofs of this famous theorem: using of De Giorgi 
class of functions and Moser's iteration t.echnique. Ch,tp
ter 6 may be regarded as a brief introduction to the 
"vector-valued" case. To avoid technica.l difficulties, the 
anthor presents only simple model situations and there
fore the book can be recommended to beginners in the 
field. ( otta) 

D.W.Stroock: Probability Theory, an Analytic
View, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1993,
xvi+512 pp., GBP 30.00, ISBN 0-521-4:H23-9

This is a new contribution to the collection of basic 
prohabilit.y texts. What are t.he main features of this 
textbook compared to classical treatises of authors iike 
Feller or Loeve? Firstly, it is the author's emphasis 
on relations of probability theory to analysis ( e.g., 
singular integral operators and harmonic analysis). 
Also, many new results which have emerged in recent 
years are discussed. The presentation of all the 
basic themes (like the Law of Large Numbers a.nd 
Large Devia.tions, Centra.1 Limit Theorem, Infinitely 
Divisible Laws, various aspects of the Wiener Measure, 
Martingales, Diffusion, basics of Potential Theory) is 
very instructive, precise technical descriptions being 
complemented a.lso by more condensed text somewhere 
and hy ma.ny intuitively appealing comments. Compa.red 
�o the wealth of information a.nd insights on these 
subjects and their relation to a.nalysis, the rela.tions 
to linear algebra. a.n<l statistical physics a.re stressed to 
a le,3ser extent and notions like entropy, percolation 
or Poi�son point field an: not included in the book. 

Llte,;e Iimital,ium; in the aim of the book, 
it is a pl1ca.sure to read and om· om certll.inly recommend 
tlris vny wdl writ.ten. a.nd very wdl book both 
to beginners and in the 

,J ,-P.Kahane: Some Random Series of Func

tions. Second h: Ad-
v,tnccd Matlwmat.i.cs 5, Pff:S:', 

1993, xiii+'.106 p11., GBP 19 '.:l.5, !S!PJ fl-.'i2!-
4:i602·9, ISHN 0·52!.-:.H!!Gh-X 

· f!tis is ,1. bool,: on
hat :nonic 'It dcaJs ,�,j th Like ri�ndo1n
2r:n.r:s 1.Janar.h £.H HHJ�1:::rt spn.rf;. or "F"-cnH:if�I' series
wilh ra11dom. <·odikii'nts (eit.hcr of the "Rad"'macltcr"
OT m,lbs<:r: on the 

of t h�, circh, anJ Bmwuian motion. 
is the st:cond.

1 
;tnd r:dif.lu.n· (l9t15, 

paperl.rn.ck 199;,n of t.he previou,; hook of !.he 
author the present st.a.tns of !.he fldd which 
started rn I.he papers 
iu Ul30's. The hook is a 
very u;;.;,fo] ,,011rce of infonnaJion even 
f<,;r a reader looking ··randomly" at seme o[ Ute mar1:I' 
in!eri>stiog discu:eserl t.herc:,. The: 
cha.pt.er makes the book accessible even to the reader� 
lacking prepa.ration in prnbabiiily 

S.Yakubov: Completeness of lloot Functions
of Regular Differential Operators, Pitman Mono
graphs and St1rveys in Pure and Applied Mathematics,
vol.71, Longma.n Scientific & Technical, Harlow, 1994,
245 pp., GBP 43.00, ISBN 0-582-2:1692-4

The monogra.ph is a systematic explanation of non
selfadjoint. opera.tars and opera.tor pencils. The first 
chapter contains auxiliary material with t.he emphasize 
on interpola.tion theory. In Cha.pier 2, the discreteness 
of the spectra of perturbed unbounded opera.tars as 
well as the completeness of root. vectors (i.e., the 
eigenvectors and the associated vectors) are studied. 
Further, the same aspects a.re considered in the case 
of operator polynomial pencils. (The operator pencils 
play a.pproximately the same role in the theory of 
differential equations with constant opera.tor coefficients 
as characteristic polynomials play in theory of linear 
differential equa.tions with constant. coefficients.) In 
wha.t follows (Chapters 3 - 6), the questions of the 
completeness of elementary solutions of problems of 
mathematical physics are investigated. The book 
is intended for scientists and graduate students in 
Functional Analysis, Differential Equa.tions and rela.ted 
topics. It contains a lot of the a.uthor's original results. 
Reference Notes as well as 97 references are included. 
(oj) 

Ch. Swartz: An Introduction to Functional 
Analysis, Monographs and Textbooks in Pure and 
Applied Mathematics, vol.157, Marcd Dekker, Inc., New 
York, 1992, xi+GOO pp.,$ 55.00, ISBN 0-824-78643-2 

This is a textbook on fonrtional analysis for graduate 
students showing the interplay between the a.bstra.ct 
theory a.nd its applications, The choice of the ma.in 
topics reflects the taste of the author who assumes 
only a basic knowkdgc of measure theory and topology. 
The hook st.a.ri� wit.h the standard of 101ornro.l!;1c,:11. 
vector sp;i.ccs. Then ihr(';e basic n:f fond.ionat 

B ahn-Ba.nadt theorern 
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distributions, compact., weakly compact and absolutely 
summing operatozs, the Dvoretsky-Rogers theorem, 
etc.) and a final chapter on spectral theory (also 
Lomonosov's theorem, the spectral theory for hermitian 
operators, Banach algebras). (jl) 

T.W.Palmer: Banach Algebras and the General 
Theory of *-Algebras. Volume I: Algebras and 
Banach Algebras, Encyclopedia of Mathematics and 
it:-: Applications, vol.49, Cambridge University Press, 
Cambridge, 1994., xi+794. pp., GBP 60.00, ISBN 0-521-· 
36637-2 

This volume of the Encyclopedia of Mathematics and 
il,s Applications presents a. detailed modern account of 
basic Banach algebra theory. The main chapters of the 
bulky monograph of 794 pages concern normed algebras, 
the notion of spectrum, commutative algebras and 
functional calculus, ideals, representations and radicals, 
approximate iden1,ities and factorization, a.utomahc 
continuity, structme spaces and algebras with minimal 
ideals. The focus is on the algebraic, and sometimes 
the geometric, background of the analytic theory. The 
book is accompanied by plenty of historical remarks, 
backround material and examples. The volume also 
contains previously unpublished resnlts provided with 
complete proofs at a level suitable for graduate students. 
An extensive bibliography is attached. The book 
provides the backround for Volume II which will deal 
mainly with *-algebras. (jl) 

I.Grattan-Guinness: Companion Encydopedia of
the History and Philosophy of the Mathematical
Sciences, vol. 1 & 2, Routledge, .London, 19n,
2648 pp., GBP 150.00, ISBN 0-415-09238-8, ISBN 0-
415-09239-6

The Companion Encyclopedia is a collection of 176 
articles (133 authors of 18 nationalities) describing 
the development of all areM of pure and applied 
mathematics (each article is self-contained and has its 
own bihliograpl ry). It aims to recover our mathematical 
heritage, examining the history and philosophy of the 
mathematical sciences in a cultural context., and tra.cing 
their evolution from ancient times up to the twentieth 
century. Tlie book is divided into lhirteen parts. 
Part 1 t.reats ma.thematics in ancient and non-Western 
cultures from and.ent up t.o medieval a.nd Reuaiss,rnce 
tim.es (Babylon, Egypt. Greece, Byzantion, Islamic 
civilization, Africa, China, Ja.p,rn, Ifon,a, Tibet, ... ). 
Part. 2 deals with development of mathematics ,fozing 
the medieval and Renaissance periods (Euclidean a1id 
Atchimedean traditions, practical geomdry, abbacus 
arithmet.ici;, Iogarithms, mechanics, astronomy, optics, 
technology aw1 machines, ... ). Parts a�-rn are divided 
int,::> Hw main hrhndi.es along which mathem;i.hcfl 
developed from LlH,· early seventeenth century onwards. 
Parts 11-12 prel!ents the history of mathematics from 
ot.her points of view (institutions of higher education, 
and organi2,a.tion in various wom<�.n and 
n1.atlH\.m.atirn, ma.thr,rnatical journals, .mathematical 
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games, recreational mathematics, a.rt and architect1ue, 
mathematics and poetry, monume11ts tu mathematics 
and mathemati.cians, ... ). Part. 13 consii4s of a general 
bibliography of important books and periodic<1ls in l:he 
history of :ma.1,hem,ttics, a. chronological tahlc including 
some of the principal events in the development of 
mathematics ( up lo l!Hl), ,t concise record of basic 
facts about: the great mathema.ticians, a list. of aut.hors 
and board members and a general index of persons and 
subjects. The Companion Bncydopedia contains much 
rich introductory ma.terial concerning t.he development 
of mathematics. It will be useful for mathematics 
students as well as teachers. (jibe) 

K.Bierstedt., A.Pietsch, W.M.Ruess, D. Vogt
(Eds.): Functional Analysis. Proceedings of the
Essen Conference, Lecture Notes in Pure and Applied
Mathematics, vol.150, Marcel Dekker, Inc., New York,
1994, x:viii+525 pp.,$ 150.00, ISBN 0-82,1-79066-9

The present volume is based on kctures presented at. 
the international Symposium on Functional Analysis 
held in Essen, Germany, 1991 covering fields such a.5 
the geometry of Banach spaces and operator idea.is, 
Frechet spaces with applications t.o analysis and partial 
differential. equations, semigroups of operators and 
evolution equations. The main lecture series were 
given by Stefan Heinrich (Random approximation in 
numerical analysis), Reinhold Meise (Continuous linear 
right inverses for linear partial differential operators) and 
Philippe Benilan (Main results and open problems in the 
theory of nonlinear evolution equations). This volume 
contains 26 further articles, t.he Conference programme 
and the list of Conference participants. (jl) 

L.W.Baggett: Functional Analysis. A Primer,
Monographs and Textbooks in Pure and Applied
Mathematics, vol.153, Marcel Dekker, Inc., New York,
1992, xi+267 pp., $ 55.00, ISBN 0-824-78598-3

This book represents an excellent primary text for 
graduate studen.ts taking a one-year course assuming 
onl)' a basic knowledge of measure theory and 
topology. The author states relatively few theorems 
with proofs and invites the reader to complete the 
further material in the form of exercises. For the 
sake of simplicity the most general cases of theorems 
and definitions aJ:e not, presented. For example, 
th.e author considers only second counta.ble loca.!Iy 
compact spaces, cr--finite measures and separabie Hilbert 
spaces. After prelimina.rit•s and the presentation of 
the Riesz representation theorem a.nd the Hahn-Banach 
extensions theorems, tlte author introdm'.es topologic,1J 
vr�dor spa.ces (including the Schwartz space, I{rein
Milrnan theorem and Choquet'H theory), B,uiach spaces 
and dni!ity. Tiu: next d1;:,:ph,.r cout.:rin:s applica.t.ior;;;; 
to classical a.nalysis (integral operators. convolulfon, 
Green's function, Fourier and Hilhert transform, Poissm1 
and Gauss kernels, etc.). The second half of the hook 
t;oncerns !.he spectral tl1eory (lll Hilbert spa.ces (the 
Gelfand a.pp:rnad1 fo:r bounded nonnal ()p(;rators), Of 
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c01.1rse, .�tm1da . .rd das:se;; of opE·rator,; 
ti: ace un hounded 

si.ud.ied. A.il ,, 1not.iva.1.ion the a.nrhcr 
sei of a:xionu, fen: a :u1a.tl1.cn1aticaJ u10{:lc1 i,Jf 

Hilbert 

scit.nccs a.x1d in.tr·1)«. lnc<":s the fnund.aticn_'.'., of' tp:canb;n:1 
m.ech,uiics. 'I'he fi.naJ i;, devoted l,o a ha,1ii: 
introdnction to 1i::-.1n.iin,eax fun(:n.onal and the 
inlin.ite-dimensional calculus 
func;tion thr,orem. 

J.L.Doob: lvfoasure Theory, Graduate
M.'"thernatics, voL .! ,1 ;J ., 

xii+210 pp., DM 88.00,
::,40-94055-:l

Texts in 
199-t

fSBN :!--

This hook results from. the convincing attempt to 
organize and present sta.ndard mea.sm:e theory to the 
benefit of a would-be analyst not only as an intrinsic 
part of his education in pure mathematics but. also as 
a reliable bridge to the pr.obabilit.y side of mathematics. 
The author's project "to introduce probability concepts 
in t.heir appropriate place, not to consigne them to a 
ghetto" is performed excdh,ntly; the colorfol language of 
probability is used as frequently as possible to enlive the 
mathematical. reasoning, concepts like independency and 
the martingale property are promoted to the inner cycle 
of important concepts of measure theory. Doubtless, 
st.udents of probability theory will find the book useful 
and instructive a.ho, nevertheless, the missing cn1cial 
parts of probabilistic measure theory (weak convergence 
is introduced for locally compact. spaces only, for 
example) will perhaps make the book less important 
from their point of view. Profesor Doob presents his 
mathematics beautifully as always, making his technical 
reasoning a.s condensed as possible, stressing the ideas 
and I.heir "non mathematical presentation". The book 
is well equipped with examples taken mostly from 
probability and potential t.heory. The aut.hor prefers to 
use pse11dornet.rics instead of metrics for spaces of sets 
and functions to eli.minate equivalence classes, a concept 
which he finds to be artificial for the purposes of the 
book. Pseudomet.ric sp,tce properties are applied also 
in the context; of measure extension problems: Outer 
measures are used to pavings of sets and 
the extension of a measure from an algebra to the 
mininrnl-algebra becomes a problem to find a closure of a 
,rnbset of a - space. Contents: Operation on 
:�et.s, Classes of subsets of a i:tpace, Set Measure 
spaces, Measurable 

!'vka,mr1:s and 
()ondi1iona] 
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trt:a.r.n1cnt of 
of va.riah!es a.nd b;isic resnil.s ov the difforentia.tion of 
fnnct.ions aud. nH:Ji-:nTe8 on lid. . ProhahHlsts 1niss 
a of measun: rrn infinite dimensional 
produd. ;;paces iu this pan of the book. Chapter 
deals with foe on compact Hausdodf 
spaces, the duality and Riezs representation theorems 
being the central topic. The const.rndi.on and properties 
of Haar measure together with a brief introduction to 
convolution semigroups of integrable functions on locally 
compact topological groups constitute the main part of 
Cha.pter 9. Of cours{:, what makes this book so attractive 
for the reviewer is the content of Chapter 8, i.e., 
Polish, Souslin and Lusin spaces topology and measure 
theory. The corresponding parts in L.Schwartz's "Radon 
measures ... " were roughly sketched to the satisfaction of 
a well-trained topologist, D.L.Cohn offers a neat text 
that is presentable to students and will surely serve 
as a useful reference. Five appendices are attached to 
the main body of the text to summarize some basic 
facts from set theory, algebra, calculus and topology, to 
introduce briefly the Bochner intergal. Each section of 
the book end with excercises, those needed later in the 
text itself are provided with hints. The author wrote the 
first six chapters for a reader with a knowledge acquired 
in a standard courses on mathematical analysis and 
algebra, while Chapters 7, 8 and 9 presuppose perhaps a 
familiarity with the essentials of general topology. The 
text is clearly arranged so it may be used either for 
personal studies or as good reference text for courses 
in analysis and probability. (jos) 

R.L.Crole: Categories for Types, Cambridge
Mathematical Textbook,;, Cambridge University Press,
Cambridge. 199.3, xvii+3.35 pp., GBP H.95, ISBN 0-
521-·15701-7, ISBN O--f>2J-,t5092-5

This book is devoted to categorical type theory. The 
core of the contents of the book is formed by examining 
four formal type type theory, 

ha.s a very clear structure: 
is devoted to oi:denxl sets, Bodea.n 

do.tn.zti:nt:: :;i.nd. their as 



to the above four fornial type theories. In all these 
four cases, the author starts with motivating ideas, 
mostly arising from programming and programming 
langnages. Then he de,;cribes the synta.x and ca.tegorica.J 
semantics. The models of algebraic type theories are 
built in cafrgories with finite products, the models of 
functional type theories in Cariei<ian closed ca.!.egoris 
and the model� of 2 .. x-Theories and of ... x-Theories are 
built in more complicated categorical st.ructurcs. The 
soundness theorem and the completenes;; are shown for 
aJl the four formal systems. A classifying categorical 
structure with a generic model is constructed for each 
of these theories and a one-to-one correspondence (up 
to an equivalence) between the formal type system and 
the corresponding categorical structure is shown. For 
polymorphic theories a.lso the important models, PER 
model and Domain model, are presented. (vt) 

R.Bulirsch, D.Kraft (Eds.): Computational 
Optimal Control, International Series of Numerical 
Mathematics, vol.115, Birkhauser, Basel, 1994, vii+382 
pp., DM 148.00, ISBN 3-764-35015-6, ISBN 0-817-65015-
6 

These proceedings contain thirty selected papers from 
the workshop "Control Applications of Optimization" 
which was held in Munich in 1992 and was the ninth 
in a series of biennial meetings. The t.opic of the 
workshop was very applied as can be seen from the 
following five main parts of this collection: surveys 
on computational optimal control (OC), theoretical 
aspects of OC and nonlinear programming (this part 
contains five articles), algorithms and software for OC 
calculat.ions, and applications of OC. These applications 
arise from astronautics, aeronautics and mostly from 
control of robots. There is also a paper on control of 
an activator-inhibitor enzymatic system. This perfectly 
designed book is interesting not only for experts but. 
for anybody who likes to know the present state o[ 
optimization and nonlinear programming. (jm) 

D.Hilbert: Theory of Algebraic Invariants,
Cambridge University Press. Cambridge. 1993, xiv+191
pp .. GBP 2:i.00, ISBN 0-521-44457-8, ISBN 0-521-1490:3-
0

This book (published simultaneously in hardcover 
and paperback edition) belongs to the Cambridge 
Mathematical Library which provides a relatively 

new ,:<lition of classic titles. This volume 
conta.ins an English trnnsla!.km of the no!es of Hilbcrt's 
course on invariant theory ta.ken by his student. 
Mar;:z.s;;f'n. The course consis!s of IH l,;,c!,uri,s whidi 

6, rnn a.t !:!,e 
T..lniv�--:rs:if'Y oi.' 'I.be coutenttz, 0f tht:,' course 

e.g .. tLe charactt'.t11�11t.�on of invariants and
Hi!hert's Finiteii,>.ss Th<20tHr1, an

a. full ,;yst.r:in 0f irivariants
H1lbert's Theorem and 

of inv;i.riant t.o 
geom.e!ry 'Thi, t,,:{t ma.kes a bdwt,en n.iHeteeuih-
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and twentieth-century ma.thematics and can serve as a 
f,elf-contained introduction to invariant. theory hut it 
is especially invaluable ,1s a. historical source for the 
foundations of modern mathematics. (pn) 

J .Adamek, J .Rosicky: Loc:i.lly Presentable and 
Accessible Categories, London Mathemat.irnl Society 
Lecture Note Series 189, Cambridge Fniversit.y Press, 
Cambridge, 19M, xiv+:316 pp., GBP 25.00, ISBN 0-521-
42261-2 

The monograph i!< devoted to some aspects of a 
categorical theory of mathematical structures. with 
the locally presentable categories and the accessible 
categories playing au important role. The locally 
presentable categories, introduced by Gabriel and Ulmer 
in 1971 in a pnrely categorical way, are categories 
which appear in universal algebra and model theory in 
many connections; many current categories are locally 
presentable. In the monograph, many characterizations 
of accesible and locally presentable categories are 
presented, e.g., by means of first order logic, by means 
of orthogonalit.y, specified free cocompletions of small 
categories, and others. The monogra.ph has six chapters 
and an Appendix. In Chapter I and Chapter II, basic 
properties of locally presentable and accessible categories 
are examined. Chapter III is of algebraic nature; in 
Chapter IV, the authors investigate injectivity, Chapter 
V is devoted to the description of various types of logics 
and the locally presentable and accessible categories 
are chara.cterized as the categories of models of certain 
theories in these logics. "Vopenka's" principle is the 
title of Chapter VI. This set-theoretical statement 
has a surprisinly strong influence on the properties 
of locally presentable categories. In the Appendix 
"Large Cardinals", the authors explain the position of 
Vopenka's principle in set theory: Vopenka's principle 
implies that measura.ble cardinals exist and if huge 
cardinals exist, then Vopenka's principle is consistent. 
The monograph starts at advanced level, the authors 
expect that the reader is familiar with the basic category
theoretical concepts. The monograph not only compiles 
the important modern part of category but also enriches 
it by many new results of the authors. Some of these 
results are published in the monograph for the first time. 
( vt) 

S.Zeidman: Topics in Abstract Differential
Equations, Pitman Research Notes ia Mathematics

Scientific & Harlow, 
1994, xii.+ 188 pp., GBP 26.00, ISBN 0-582-231'14-0 

These rt:B�ard1 noteii arr; a continuation of the previous 
;uit.hor\, book "A bstrn.ct Differential 

iHld i,-?i bAsed on several of 
'Thf. main aU.eni.ion i:, 

of c:0!11t;ions of the 
for linear. ,;emilinear and 

<lifferentia.l a.ud a.lso 
almost 
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to nonhomogeneous equat.iou;s. Preliminary knowledge 
on semigroups of operators and evolution equations is 
required and therefore the book can he recommended 
ma.inly to postg.rn.d1rn.te students and research workers. 
Unfortunately, the book is not clearly arranged and 
moreover contain,: no index. (jm) 

F.S.Macaulay: Th,i Alg(ibraic Theory of Modular 
Systems, Cambridge Mathematical Library. Cambridge 
University Press, Cambridge, 1994, xxxi+ll2 pp., GBP 
12.95, ISBN 0-521-45.562-6 

This book is a new edition of a classic title by 
F.S.Macaulay, first published in 1916. The :first two 
chapters deal with the question of finding solutions 
to systems of polynomial equations and a.re devoted 
to the study of the resultant and t.he resolvent. The 
remaining two chapters are concerned with the structure 
of ideals in polynomial ring�, including, e.g., the 
U nmixedness Theorem, primary decomposition, the 
Hilbert basis theorem and the "inverse system" of 
an ideal (in modern terms, Hom .... )). The book is 
equipped with an extensive introduction by P.Roberts. 
In this introduction, Macaulay's ideas are placed in their 
historical and mathematical context showing also their 
development since those days. (pn) 

W .Ebeling: Lattices and Codes. A Course 
Partially Based on Lectures by F .Hirzebruch, 
Advanced Lectures i.n Mathematics, Friedrich Vieweg & 
Sohn, Braunschweig, 1994, xii+178 pp., DM 48.00, ISBN 
3-528-06497-8

This book presents a nice investigation of relations 
between the t,heory o:f crror-correditig codes and the 
tlieory of integrnl lattices ( discrete subgroups of n
dimensiona.l Euclidean space with compact quotient). ln 
part.icula.i:, a deep ana.!ysis of the Golar code and the 
Leech lat.tice is giwn. The reBnlt.s are also generalized 
to weight enumerators of self-dual linear codes over the 
prime field Pp, p being an odd prime number. The 
book is thoroughly writt.en and rcquirPs only minimal 
prerequisites (basic algebra and complex anal.ysis). ft. 
shows in a nice way how seemingly distant branches 
of mat.hematics a.re intrinsically cklSely interconnected. 
The book could weU serve as a base for a course both in 
coding theory and the theory of integral lattices. (pn) 

R.Lidl, H.Niederreiter: Introduction to Finite
Fields and Their Applications. Revised Edition,
Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 199,1, xi+416
pp., GBP 29.95, ISBN 0-521-46094-8

This book is a revised edition (first published 1986) a.nd 
is meant as a textbook for undergraduate students. The 
first part of the book presents an algebraic background, 
the structure theory of finite fields, the theory of 
polynomials over the fields and several factorization 
algoritms. The second part deals with the most popular 
applications of finite fields ( algebraic coding theory, 
cryptography, information theory). Various links with 
finite geometries and combinatorics are also mentioned. 
The book is comfortably readable and the material 
exposed is well illustrated by numerous worked out 
examples and exercises. (tk) 
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in Pure Mathematics 

Applications are invited for a Lectureship (roughly equivalent to an Associate 
Professorship in North America) or a University Assistant Lectureship (roughly equivalent to 
a tenure track Assistant Professorship in North America) in any field of Pure Mathematics to 
take up appointment from 1 October 1995. 

Further information can be obtained from the Head of Department, DPMMS, 16 Mill Lane, 
Cambridge CB2 lSB, England (e-mail: vacancies@pmms.cam.ac.uk; telephone: 44-223-
337996; fax: 44-223-337920). Applications should be sent to the Head of Department and 
should include a curriculum vitae and list of publications, together with the names of 3 
referees. Candidates should ask their referees to send their reports directly to the Head of 
Department, to reach him by the closing date. 

The closing date for applications is 15 December 1994 

(STATISTICAL LABO RA TORY) 

Assistant Lecturers (limited tenure) 

Applications are invited for up to two limited tenure Assistant Lectureships commencing 1 
October 1995, and lasting 3 years. The positions are open to candidates with interests in any 
area of probability, statistics, mathematics of operations research, or ergodic theory. The 
successful applicants will be expected to contribute to the teaching and research programmes 

of the Laboratory. 

Further information can be obtained from the Director, Statistical Laboratory, 16 Mill Lane, 
Cambridge CB2 lSB, England (e-mail: vacancies@pmms.cam.ac.uk; telephone: 44-223-
337958; fax: 44-223-337956). Applications, including curriculum vitae and the names of 2 

should sent to the Director. 

The dosing date for applications is 15 December 1994 

The University is att equal opportunities employer 

RESEARCH FELLOWSHIPS IN CAM:BRIDGE COLLEGES 

, _____ , ____ _
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CENTRE DE RECERCA MATEMAl!CA 
lNSTiTUT D'ESTUD!S CAT.ALANS 

Aportor 50, E ·· 08'193 Belloterm 

Post-Doctoral Fellowship 

The Centre de Recerca Matematica, Barcelona, offers two post-doctoral fellowships for 
the academic year 1995-96. 

General conditions 

a) Applicants should have a Ph D in Mathematics, obtained after December 31, 1992.

b) Fellowships are for 11 months, unextendable. Successful candidates will be able
to take up their fellowships between October 1, 1995 and January 1, 1996.

c) The amount of the fellowship is 180.000 pta. per month. Travel expenses to
Barcelona will be paid. The fellow will be provided with a medical and accident
insurance.

Applications 

Applicants should send the following documents to the Centre de Recerca Matematica 
( Apartat 50, E-08193 Bellaterra ): 

a) Proof of Ph D degree.

b) Curriculum vitae and list of publications.

c) Copies of published and not yet published papers.

d) Description of research project (of no more than 1000 words).

e) Two letters of reference to be sent directly to the Director.

f) Complete address and telephone number.

.AH applications arriving at the CRM before F ebruary 10, 1995 will be considered. 

The final decision will be made on February 28, 1995 and all applicants will be notified. 

For further information telephone 343/581.10.81 from 9.00 to 17.00, or e-mail: 
crm©crm.es. 



All you want to know about geometry 
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'.__ _____ . I 
E. B. m.wg (Ed.) 

Geometry 
n 

E.B. Vinberg (Ed.) 

Geometry II 
Spaces of 
Constant Curvature 

With contributions by D.V. Alekseevsklj, 
O.V. Sbvartsman, A.S. Solodovnikov,
E.B. Vinberg

199J. IX, 254 pp. 87 llgs. (Encyclopaedia of 
Mathematical Sciences, Vol. 29) 
Hardcover DM 144,· lSBN 3·540-52000· 7 

This book contains a �-ystematic and 
comprehensive exposition of Lobachevskian 
geometry and the theory of discrete groups of 
motions in Euclidean space and Lobachevsky 
space. The authors give a very clear account of 
their subject describing it from the viewpoints of 
elementary geometry, Riemannian geometry and 
group theory. The result is a book which has no 
rival in the literature. 

Part I contains the classification of motions in 
spaces of constant curvature and non-traditional 
topics like the theory of acute-angled polyhedra 
and methods for computing volumes of non· 
Euclidean polyhedra. Part II includes the theory of 

crislallographic, Fuchsian, and Klclnian groups 
and an exposition of Thurston's theory of 
deformations. 

R. V. Gam.k:relidze (Ed.)

Geometry I 
Basic Ideas and Concepts of 
Differential Geometry 

With contributions by D.V. Alekseevskij, 
V.V. L)·chagin, A.M. Vinogradov

1991. V, 264 pp. 62 llgs. (Encyclopaedia of 
Mathematical Sciences, Vol. 28) 
Hardcover DM 144,· ISBN 3·540-51999·8 

Since the early work of Gauss and Riemann, 
differential geometry has grown into a vast network 
of ideas and approaches, encompassing Local 
considerations such as differential invariants and 
jets as well as global ideas, such as Morse theory 
and characteristic classes. In this volume, the 
authors give a tour of the principal areas and 
methods of modern differential geometry. 
The book is structured so that the reader may 
choose parts of the 1e,.1 10 read and stlll lake away 
a completed picture of some area of differential 
geometry. Beginning al the introductory level with 
curves in EucUdian space, the sections become 
more challenging, arriving finally al the advanced 
topics which form the greatest part of the book: 
transformation groups, the geometry of differential 
equations, geometric structures, the equivalence 
problem, and the geometry of elliptic operators. 
Several of the topics are approaches which are 

now enjoying a resurgence, e.g. G-structures and 
contact geometry. 

Y.D. Burago, V.A. Zalgaller (Eds.)

Geometry Ill 
Theory of Surfaces 
1992. Vlll, 256 pp. 80 figs. (Encyclopaedia of 
Mathematical Sciences, Vol. 48) 
Hardcover DM i 44,- ISBN 3-540-53377-X 

The theory of surfaces in Euclidean spaces is 
remarkably rich in deep resuhs and applications, 
e.g. in the theory of non-linear partial differential
equations, physics and mechanics. This theory has
great clarlty and intrinsic beauty, and differs in
many respects from the theory of multidimensional
submanifolds, therefore a separate volume is
devoted to surfaces. It is concerned mainly with the
connection between the theory of embedded
surfaces and two-dimensional Riemannian
geometry, and, above all, with the influence of
properties of intrinsic metrics on the geometry of
surfaces.

Pm:c:. :arl' suhjl'Ct lO changl' v.11huu1 nnUce. ln t'.C coun1ri1.� the tocnJ VAT i!i efft-·ethe. OJ':itoml>r.i fn t:r. cnuntrios, r,J� �e your\AT·ldcntiOQllion-Sumhcr'if appllcabh: 
For lrifom1:ailnn on priet'\ In .\u....:rfan �hl»inp 2Jld S"�(, fr.inC'S ple:N• con�h lhf" Gtm1:m buok dln'CIDT) ·,·1.s. \erzeichnls llrforb!ln'r ttucht.>r' or nor R(!JWr".ll r-Jl!tloitm, 

Yu.0.-(Ed.) 

Geometry 
IV 

Y.G. Reshetnyak (Ed.) 

Geometry IV 
Non-regular Riemannian 
Geometry 

With contributions by V.N. Berestovskij, 
I.G. Nikolaev, Y.G. Reshetnyak

1993. vn, 250 pp. 58 llgs. (Encyclopaedia of 
Mathematical Sciences, Vol. 70) 
Hardcover DM 144,- ISBN 3·540-54701-0 

This volume contains two articles, which give a 
survey of modem research into non-regular 
Riemannian geometry. The first article written by 
Reshetnyak is devoted to two-dimensional 
Riemannian manifolds of bounded curvature. 
Concepts of Riemannian geometry, such as the 
area and integral curvature of a set, and the length 
and integral curvature of a curve are also defined 
for these manifolds. Some fundamemal results of 
Rlemannian geometry like the Gauss-Bonnet 
formula are true in the more general case 
considered in the book. 
The second article by Berestovskij and Nikolaev is 
devoted to the theory of metric spaces whose 
curvature lies between two given constants. The 
main result is that these spaces are In fact 
Riemannian. Thls result has important applications 

in global Riemannian geometry. 

Distribution rights for Taiwan: Unifacmanu, Taipei 

Springer 
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Subscription combinations 

A Basic subscription:

print version 

optional components: 

C.OmpactMATII CD-ROM 

online database MATII 

B Basic subscription:

CompactMAm CD-ROM 
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print version 

online database MATII 

C Basic subscription:

online database MAm 
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Heidelberger Platz 3 
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Fax: +49-30-82 07-4 48
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